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Town Officers
Moderator, Hildreth M. Allison.
Town Clerk and Treasurer, Wilfred M. Fiske.
Selectmen, Charles R. Thomas, Henry D. Allison, John A.
Grau.
Tax Collector, John R. Gleason.
Road Agent, Warren H. Plimpton.
Trustees of Trust Funds, Wilfred M. Fiske, Henry N. Gowing,
Aubrey K. Adams.
Water Commissioners, John R. Gleason, Walter E. French,
CHfton P. Clukay.
Memorial Day Committee, Arne H. Olsen, Raymond A. Ellis,
John W. Morse, ElHott S. Allison.
Supervisors of Check List, John R. Gleason, Aubrey K. Adams,
Ralph C. Wood.
Auditors, Ethel L. Adams, Belle F. Gowing.
Library Committee, Harold C. Stearns, Frederika James,
Alice F. Appleton.
Dog Constable, Leon L. Patrick.
Police Office and Constable, Robert C. Woodward.
Fire Chief, Walter E. French.
Fire Wards, Henry B. Miller, Millard M. Worcester.
Measurers of Wood and Bark, Frank B. Farley, Melvin A.
Walker, John A. Grau.
Janitor of Town House, Glen H. Scribner.
Ballot Clerks, Henry N. Gowing, Lester C. Knight, Elliott S.
Allison, Melvin A. Walker.
School Board, Dorothea Meryman, Anna E. Childs, Benjamin
F. Andrew.
School Moderator, Arthur T. Appleton.
School Clerk and Treasurer, Wilfred M. Fiske.
School Auditors, John A. Grau, Arthur T. Appleton.
Budget Committee, Earl J. Dupree, Lewis H. Burpee, Belle F.
Gowing, Robb Sagendorph, Lendall W. Fiske, John W. Morse,
Margaret Beaulieu.
Town Warrant
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Dublin
qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said Town
on Tuesday, March 14th, next at nine of the clock in the fore-
noon to act upon the following subjects:
First: To bring in your ballots for Town Clerk, Town Treas-
urer, Selectman, Road Agent, Tax Collector, Water Commis-
sioner and three members of the Budget Committee.
Second: To choose all other necessary Town Officers, Agents,
Auditors and Committees for the ensuing year.
Third : To hear reports of Agents, Officers, Auditors and Com-
mittees heretofore chosen, and pass any vote relating thereto.
Fourth : To raise and appropriate such sums of money as may
be necessary to defray Town charges for the ensuing year, and
for any other purposes as may be mentioned in the Budget.
Fifth : To see if the Town will vote to instruct the Selectmen
to apply for Town Road Aid.
Sixth : To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate for removing stumps, grading the west end and
relaying the wall around the Frothingham Addition, in order to
inclose it within the walls of the Cemetery or take any action
relating thereto.
Seventh: To see if the Town will vote to instruct the Select-
men to apply State Aid on bridges.
Eighth : To see what sum the Town will raise and appropriate
to replace the small tractor or take any action relating thereto.
Ninth: To see if Town will vote to raise and appropriate a
sum of money to spray roadsides for the extermination of gypsy
m.oths or take any action relating thereto.
Tenth: To see if the Town will vote to allow the Selectmen to
borrow money or appropriate money from the Treasury such
sums as they deem necessary to finish repairing damage to roads
and bridges done by last fall's storm or take any action relating
thereto.
Eleventh: To see if the Town will vote to accept the deed of
land from Francis E. Frothingham for an addition to the
Cemetery.
Twelfth: To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to
borrow money in anticipation of taxes.
Thirteenth: To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen
to administer or dispose of any real estate acquired by the Town
through Tax Collector's deeds.












BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF DUBLIN, N. H.
Estimates of Revenue and Expenditures for the Ensuing Year
February 1, 1939 to January 31, 1940 compared with Actual
Revenue and Expenditures of the Previous Year February 1,
1938 to January 31, 1939.














Election and registration expenses
Expenses Town Hall and other town
buildings
BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF DUBLIN, N. H.
PUBPOSES OF EXPENDITURES
Summary of Inventory, 1938










4 portable mills 2,000
28 boats and launches 925
Wood and lumber 48,750
Gas pumps and tanks 2,035
Stock in trade 11,250
Total valuation $1,902,050
Soldiers' exemptions $5,110
Rate per cent of taxation, $2.10 per hundred
National Bank Tax $31 00
325 poll taxes at $2.00 650 00
Total amount committed to Tax Collector $40,523 15
The foregoing is an inventory of the polls and estates liable to
be taxed in the town of Dublin, N. H., on the first day of April,
1939, both residents and non-residents, taken by us in the said






We, the Selectmen of Dublin, N. H., do solemnly swear that in
making the invoice for the purpose of assessing the foregoing
taxes, we appraised all taxable property at its full and true value,
and as we would appraise the same in payment of a just debt,






Comparative Statement of Appropriations and
Expenditures for the Fiscal Year Ending Jan. 31, 1939
Ap
11
Statement of Appropriations and Taxes Assessed 1938
Town officers' salaries
Town officers' expenses
Election and registration expenses














Parks and playgrounds, and bank concerts
Cemeteries
Interest








































Schedule of Town Property
Town Hall
Town Hall, furniture and equipment
Library, lands and buildings
Library, furniture and equipment
Fire department, equipment
Highway department, lands & buildings
Highway department, equipment
Parks and playground









Remittances to town treasurer $5 70










Remittances to town treasurer $6 20
Abatements allowed 2 00






Uncollected balance from last year $5,153 80
Interest collected 193 12
),346 92
Cr.
Remittances to town treasurer $5,099 22
Abatements allowed 70 40
Uncollected taxes (per list) 27 80
),197 42
Balance $149 50





Taxes committed to collector (warrant) $40,523 15




Remittances to town treasurer $35,719 50
Abatements allowed 73 10





































































Date Name Portion 1937 1936 Total
4/12 Lester C. Knight, full $15 00 $15 00
6/13 Henry E. Houghton, partial 225 00 225 00
8/10 Everett D. Learned, full $101 69 101 69
9/14 Myrtie M. French, partial 90 00 90 00
9/14 Henry E. Houghton, final 136 04 136 04
11/15 Isaac Kuja, final 8 42 9 67 18 09
12/15 Ralph C. Wood, full 78 66 78 66
1/13/39 Myrtie M. French, final 32 92 32 92
Total $311 69 $385 71 $697 40
8/10/38 Est. Abbott H. Thayer, full| 6 07 6 07
|This property not purchased by Town.
I hereby certify that the above list showing the names and
amounts received from each tax-payer, as of January 31, 1939, on
account of tax levies of 1936 and 1937, for redemption of their
properties are correct to the best of my knowledge and belief.
22
Report of the Treasurer of the Town of Dublin, for
THE Year Ending Feb. 1st, 1939
Cash on hand Feb. 1st, 1938 $1,893 28
Received of :
John R. Gleason, coll. 1937 taxes
John R. Gleason, coll. 1937 poll taxes
John R. Gleason, coll. 1937 interest
John R. Gleason, coll. 1938 taxes
John R. Gleason, coll. 1938 poll taxes
John R. Gleason, coll. 1938 interest
John R. Gleason, coll. taxes redeemed
John R. Gleason, coll. 1936 taxes
John R. Gleason, coll. tax sales
John R. Gleason, coll. 1935 taxes
John R. Gleason, coll. bank tax
John R. Gleason, coll. abatement
First National Bank money borrowed
Charles T. Patten Comp. twenty per cent. exp.
F. Gordon Kimball, state treas., forest fire bill
F. Gordon Kimball, state treas., use of roller
F. Gordon Kimball, state treas., distribution of tax and
dividends
F. Gordon Kimball, state treas., insurance tax
F. Gordon Kimball, state treas., railroad tax
F. Gordon Kimball, state treas., savings bank tax
F. Gordon Kimball, state treas., bounty on hedghogs
F. Gordon Kimball, state treas., refund on state tax
John R. Gleason, coll. 1936 poll taxes
F. F. Brewster, chloride
George L. Foote, chloride
D. K. Catlin, chloride
Lyman Crocker, chloride
R. H. Carlton, chloride
Mrs. M. L. Aldrich, chloride
Mrs. Charles MacVeagh, chloride
Mrs. Gertrude Shonk, chloride
M. Malicheff, chloride
L. C. Gerry, chloride
Mrs. A. E. Childs, chloride
F. B. Farley, 100 gallons tarmac
Dublin School, 135 gallons tarmac
Andrew Rajaniemi, 100 gallons tarmac
J. A. Grau, 100 bags chloride
J. L. Brockway, trucks and men
Fire Department, junk sold
William Aiken, steam roller
L. C. Gerry, gravel




Dublin School District, cement
Town History, sold
Romeo Fairfield, chloride
George L. Foote, use of grader
F. F. Brewster, concrete pipe
County Commissioners, outside aid
Ned M. Pierce, use of derrick
Trustees of Trust Funds, cemetery lot funds
Mrs. T. H. Cabot, cemetery lot
Maps sold
Town Clerk, dog tax
Town Clerk, auto permits
Ned M. Pierce, filing fee
Wilfred M. Fiske, filing fee
John A. Grau, filing fee
W. H. Plimpton, filing fee
Aimi Metevier, filing fee
Melvin Walker, filing fee
Louis H. Burpee, filing fee
John R. Gleason, filing fee
Earl J. Dupree, filing fee
Charles R. Thomas, filing fee
Henry D. Allison, filing fee
Hildreth M. Allison, filing fee
Glen H. Scribner, town hall rent
Total amount of cash received
Selectmen's orders










DETAILED STATEMENT OF PAYMENTS
Detail 1 Town Officers' Salaries
Appropriation $2,000 00
Paid: No.
Feb. 7 866 C. R. Thomas, selectman
7 867 J. A. Grau, selectman
7 868 H. D. Allison, selectman
14 884 J. A. Grau, selectman
14 885 C. R. Thomas, selectman
14 886 H. D. AlUson, selectman
21 904 J. A. Grau, selectman
21 906 C. R. Thomas, selectman
21 907 H. D. Allison, selectman
28 913 C. R. Thomas, selectman
28 914 J. A. Grau, selectman
Mar. 7 928 H. D. Allison, selectman
7 936 Belle F. Gowing, auditor
7 938 C. R. Thomas, selectman
7 950 J. A. Grau, selectman
15 980 C. R. Thomas, selectman
15 981 H. D. Allison, selectman
15 982 J. A. Grau, selectman
21 14 C. R. Thomas, selectman
21 15 H. D. Allison, selectman
21 16 J. A. Grau, selectman
28 46 C. R. Thomas, selectman
28 47 J. A. Grau, selectman
Apr. 4 117 H. D. Allison, selectman
4 118 J. A. Grau, selectman
4 119 C. R. Thomas, selectman
7 124 C. R. Thomas, selectman
11 132 H. D. Allison, selectman
11 133 J. A. Grau, selectman
11 134 C. R. Thomas, selectman
18 180 J. A. Grau, selectman
18 182 H. D. Allison, selectman
18 201 C. R. Thomas, selectman
22 202 C. R. Thomas, selectman
25 218 J. A. Grau, selectman
25 220 H. D. Allison, selectman
25 227 C. R. Thomas, selectman
May 2 270 J. A. Grau, selectman
2 271 C. R. Thomas, selectman
2 277 Ethel L. Adams, auditor
9 303 J. A. Grau, selectman
9 309 H. D. Allison, selectman
9 331 C. R. Thomas, selectman
$22
27
16 346 H. D. Allison, selectman
16 367 J. A. Grau, selectman
16 376 C. R. Thomas, selectman
23 396 H. D. Allison, selectman
23 397 J. A. Grau, selectman
23 398 C. R. Thomas, selectman
30 421 John R. Gleason Tax collector
30 424 C. R. Thomas, selectman
30 426 H. D. Allison, selectman
30 427 J. A. Grau, selectman
June 6 507 C. R. Thomas, selectman
6 508 H. D. Allison, selectman
6 509 J. A. Grau, selectman
9 512 Walter E. French, fire chief
20 574 H. D. Allison, selectman
20 575 J. A. Grau, selectman
27 581 C. R. Thomas, selectman
27 597 H. D. Allison, selectman
27 598 J. A. Grau, selectman
July 4 603 C. R. Thomas, selectman
5 612 H. D. Allison, selectman
11 628 C. R. Thomas, selectman
11 631 H. D. Allison, selectman
11 639 J. A. Grau, selectman
18 641 H. D. Allison, selectman
18 660 J. A. Grau, selectman
25 661 C. R. Thomas, selectman
25 666 H. D. Allison, selectman
25 667 J. A. Grau, selectman
Aug. 1 683 H. D. Allison, selectman
1 695 J. A. Grau, selectman
8 708 H. D. Allison, selectman
15 734 C. R. Thomas, selectman
15 737 J. A. Grau, selectman
22 748 Leon Patrick, dog constable
22 763 H. D. Allison, selectman
29 782 H. D. Allison, selectman
Sept. 6 785 H. D. Allison, selectman
6 789 C. R. Thomas, selectman
13 804 C. R. Thomas, selectman
19 824 H. D. Allison, selectman
19 825 C. R. Thomas, selectman
27 862 C. R. Thomas, selectman
27 863 H. D. Allison, selectman
Oct. 10 923 H. D. Allison, selectman
10 924 C. R. Thomas, selectman
17 959 H. D. Allison, selectman
17 960 C. R. Thomas, selectman
24 998 C. R. Thomas, selectman 11 25
20
28
24 999 H. D. Allison, selectman 4 50
31 1054 C. R. Thomas, selectman 6 25
31 1055 H. D. Allison, selectman 4 50
Nov. 7 1100 C. R. Thomas, selectman 2 25
7 1103 H. D. Allison, selectman 4 50
14 1137 C. R. Thomas, selectman 2 00
14 1140 H. D. Allison, selectman 9 00
22 1175 H. D. Allison, selectman 11 25
22 1186 C. R. Thomas, selectman 2 25
28 1227 H. D. Allison, selectman 2 25
28 1231 C. R. Thomas, selectman 2 25
Dec. 5 1276 H. D. Allison, selectman 2 25
5 1284 C. R. Thomas, selectman 2 25
5 1285 John R. Gleason, tax collec. 100 00
12 1290 H. D. Allison, selectman 9 00
12 1306 C. R. Thomas, selectman 2 25
19 1343 H. D. Allison, selectman 4 50
19 1344 J. A. Grau, selectman 36 00
19 1381 C. R. Thomas, selectman 4 50
24 1383 H. D. Allison, selectman 2 25
24 1325 C. R. Thomas, selectman 2 25
Jan. 2 1425 J. A. Grau, selectman 6 75
2 1465 C. R. Thomas, selectman 2 25
9 1518 C. R. Thomas, selectman 4 50
9 1519 H. D. Allison, selectman 9 00
16 1564 H. D. Allison, selectman 4 50
16 1566 C. R. Thomas, selectman 4 50
23 1572 H. D. Allison, selectman 4 50
30 1585 W. M. Fiske, clerk and treas. 315 00
30 1588 John R. Gleason tax coll. 50 00
30 1589 C. R. Thomas, selectman 18 00
30 1592 Walter E. French, fire chief 50 00
30 1624 Henry Miller, fireward 25 00
31 1625 Millard Worcester, fireward 25 00
31 1631 J. A. Grau, selectman 29 25
31 1632 H. D. Alhson, selectman 22 50
31 1634 C. R. Thomas, selectman 6 75
52,111 00
Overdraft $111 00
Detail 2 Town Officers' Expenses
Appropriation $900^00
Paid: No.
Feb. 14 883 New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co. $2 50
28 910 Frank B. Farley, stamps 3 50
28 913 C. R. Thomas, car 3 00
Mar. 7 935 Edson C. Eastman Co., sup. 14 64
29
7 937 The Gleason Store, supplies
15 960 New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co.
15 980 Charles R. Thomas, car
15 982 J. A. Grau, lunches
17 987 Transcript Ptg. Co., reports
17 988 Evans Ptg. Co., envelopes
17 989 Edson C. Eastman Co., sup.
17 990 Wheeler & Clark, vouchers
17 991 F. B. Farley, stamps
21 993 Wheeler & Clark, blanks
28 19 Gleason & Son, bonds
Apr. 4 106 Chase's Book Store, supplies
4 116 A. W. Rowell, assessor's dues
4 117 Henry D. Allison, car
11 128 Winfield M. Chapman, transf.
11 132 Henry D. Allison, car
18 182 Henry D. Allison, car
25 228 New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co.
May 2 273 Chase's Book Store, tax bills
9 330 Sidney Davis, transit
16 367 J. A. Grau, car
16 374 New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co.
23 397 J. A. Grau, car
30 421 John R. Gleason, stamps
30 426 Henry D. Allison, car
June 6 508 Henry D. Allison, car
13 533 W. H. Plimpton, truck
13 539 Silas Rose, labor
13 544 Leo Char] and, labor
13 545 Thomas Naylor, labor
13 547 New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co.
20 579 Transcript Ptg. Co., invoices
20 580 Frank B. Farley, stamps
July 4 601 Chase's Book Store, supplies
4 602 Helen Scribner, car
11 637 Natt Simonds, map work
18 659 New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co.
18 660 J. A. Grau, car
Aug. 8 706 John R. Gleason, tax sale
15 728 New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co.
15 735 The Mosler Safe Co.
Sept. 6 789 C. R. Thomas, postage
6 790 Chase's Book Store, supplies
19 809 New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co.
19 810 Dresser's Business College,
notices
19 811 Frank B. Farley, stamps
Oct. 10 918 Leon Patrick, dog constable
17 955 New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co.
3
30
17 959 Henrv D. Allison, car 3 00
Nov. 7 1098 Edson C. Eastman Co., sup. 5 11
22 1175 Henry D. Allison, exp. at
Manchester 11 05
22 1176 New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co. 3 00
28 1229 F. B. Farley, stamps 1 50
Dec. 12 1308 The Gleason Store, supplies 12
19 1342 New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co. 2 95
Jan. 9 1518 C. R. Thomas, car 1 00
16 1559 New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co. 3 90
16 1560 Chase's Book Store, supplies 2 85
30 1586 W. M. Fiske, trustees exp. 35 00
30 1590 The Gleason Store, supplies 24
31 1633 Wilfred M. Fiske, postage 13 96
$879 87
Balance S20 13
Detail 3 Election and Registration
Appropriation $150 00
Paid: No.
Mar. 15 953 H. M. Allison, moderator $6 05
15 954 Ralph C. Wood, supervisor 11 25
15 955 John R. Gleason, supervisor 11 25
15 956 Aubrey K. Adams, supervisor 11 25
17 985 Henry N. Gowing, ballot clerk 9 00
17 987 Transcript Printing Co., ballots 6 50
28 20 Lester Knight, ballot clerk 4 50
Apr. 18 200 Elliott S. Allison, ballot clerk 4 50
June 20 576 John R. Gleason, supervisor 6 75
20 577 Aubrey K. Adams, supervisor 6 75
20 578 Ralph C. Wood, supervisor 6 75
Sept. 19 813 Melvin Walker, ballot clerk 4 50
19 814 H. M. Allison, moderator 4 50
19 815 John R. Gleason, supervisor 11 25
19 816 Aubrey K. Adams, supervisor 11 25
19 817 Ralph C. Wood, supervisor 11 25
Oct. 10 922 Elliott S. Allison, ballot clerk 4 50
17 954 Hildreth M. Allison, moderator 2 25
Nov. 22 1177 Hildreth M.Allison, moderator 4 50
22 1178 John R. Gleason, supervisor 11 25
22 1179 Ralph C. Wood, supervisor 13 50
22 1180 Aubrey K. Adams, supervisor 13 50
28 1226 Elliott S. Allison, ballot clerk 4 50






Aug. 15 734 C. R. Thomas, services
Oct. 10 924 C. R. Thomas, services
Jan. 9 1515 Glen H. Scribner, tramps




9 517 Harley Main, labor 50
9 518 Robert Knight, labor 50
9 519 John Gleason, labor 3 00
9 520 Henry Miller, labor 5 26
9 521 Glen Scribner, labor 1 25
9 522 W. J. Thompson, labor 50
9 523 F. A. Adams, labor 1 88
9 524 Charles Silver, labor 1 50
9 525 J. A. Grau, labor 75
9 526 C. R. Thomas, labor 75
9 527 Luke H. Richardson, labor 75
9 528 James Gallagher, labor 1 25
9 529 Robert Worcester, labor 1 25
9 530 E. W. Wyman, warden 9 50
29 596 Boston Woven Hose &
Rubber Co., hose 308 70
July 5 613 Dublin Garage, gas and oil 2 53
11 626 Hafeli Fuel & Ice Co. 60 77
Aug. 1 693 Walter E. French, salary
and labor 31 75
1 694 Millard Bemis, labor 3 50
22 750 Harry Babneau, labor 6 40
22 751 Silas Rose, labor 6 40
22 752 William Korpi, labor 6 40
22 753 Richard Niemela, labor 6 40
22 754 Charles Pickford, labor 4 00
22 755 Joseph Beaulieu, labor 1 60
22 756 W. H. Plimpton, truck
and labor 12 00
29 770 W. H. Plimpton, truck
and labor 14 25
29 771 Harry Babneau, labor 3 20
29 772 Silas Rose, labor 3 20
29 773 Richard Niemela, labor 5 00
29 774 Charles Pickford, labor 2 60
29 775 WilUam Korpi, 1 80
Oct. 24 985 James L. Brockway, labor
and material 86 23
Nov. 7 1099 DubHn Garage 18 85
Dec. 12 1291 The Gleason Store, supplies 38
12 1292 Dublin Garage, tires 27 50
12 1293 Henry Miller, labor 6 00
12 1294 Millard Worcester, labor 3 00
12 1295 Glen Scribner, labor 1 75
12 1296 Arthur Worcester, labor 75
12 1297 Ralph Chamberlain, labor 1 25
12 1298 Harley Main, labor 1 50
12 1299 W. J. Thompson, labor 1 00
12 1300 Henry Gowing, labor 1 00
34
12 1301 James Gallagher, labor 1 25
12 1302 Lendall Fiske, labor 1 25
12 1303 Walter E. French, labor 14 40
12 1308 The Gleason Store, supplies 6 45
Jan. 2 1462 Hafeli Fuel & Oil Co., coal 29 04
9 1471 Worcester's Garage, supplies 4 92
9 1515 Glen H. Scribner, janitor 50 00
9 1516 Dublin Garage, gas and oil 1 50
30 1590 The Gleason Store, supplies 30
30 1591 Arthur H. Blanchard Co.,
hose 109 40
30 1592 Walter E. French, exp. 1 29
30 1593 Fred Adams, labor 1 25
30 1594 Lendall Fiske, labor 1 25
30 1595 Romeo Fairfield, labor 1 25
30 1596 Henry Gowing, labor 1 25
30 1597 James Gallagher, labor 1 25
30 1598 Wm. Hackler, labor 1 25
30 1599 Clifton Clukay, labor 1 25
30 1600 Charles Silver, labor
30 1601 Henry Miller, labor
30 1602 Morris Edmundson, labor
30 1603 Arthur Worcester, labor
30 1604 Glen Scribner, labor
30 1605 Herbert Lindgren, labor
30 1606 John R. Gleason, labor
30 1607 Burton Willard, labor 1 25
30 1608 Vernon Walker, labor 1 25









Detail 8 Moth Extermination
Appropriation
Paid: No.
May 9 281 Roy J. Roith, labor
9 286 Joseph Charland, labor
9 287 Thomas Naylor, labor
9 290 Thomas Babneau, labor
9 291 Ernest Naylor, labor
9 293 Henry Colhns, labor
9 295 Lewis Gilman, labor
11 332 David Kuja, labor
16 334 Joseph Charland, labor
16 335 Henry Collins, labor
16 336 Thomas Babneau, labor
16 337 Ernest Naylor, labor






Detail 12 Work Relief
Appropriation $1,500 00
Appropriation from Treasury 1,820 01
Paid: No.
Feb. 7 859 Merrimack Farmers' Exchange,
supplies $4 95
7 860 The Gleason Store 1 42
7 861 J. A. Grau, truck 4 50
28 911 J. A. Grau, truck 12 00
28 912 Roy J. Roith, labor 2 50
Mar. 7 929 Warren Plimpton, truck 34 50
7 930 Lewis Burpee, labor 2 00
7 931 Roy J. Roith, labor 2 50
7 934 American Cyanamid Chemical
Co., dynamite 81 25
7 938 Charles R. Thomas, labor 2 25
7 950 J. A. Grau, labor 2 25
15 961 J. A. Grau, labor and car 13 10
15 962 J. A. Grau, truck 60 00
15 963 Lewis Burpee, labor 50
15 980 C. R. Thomas, labor 2 00
21 994 J. A. Grau, truck 22 50
21 995 Lewis Burpee, labor 1 25
21 996 Roy J. Roith, labor 3 00
21 16 J. A. Grau, labor 26 00
28 21 American Cyanamid &
Chemical Co. 67 50
28 22 Lewis Burpee, labor - 50
28 23 J. A. Grau, labor 3 00
28 46 C. R. Thomas, labor 12 00
28 47 J, A. Grau, labor 3 00
Apr. 4 71 Melvin Walker, truck 17 25
4 72 Ned M. Pierce, truck 9 75
4 73 Alfred Pellerin, truck 16 50
4 74 J. A. Grau, truck 52 50
4 75 W. H. Plimpton, truck 4 50
4 76 Leo Charland, labor 1 40
4 77 Peter Jaaskela, labor 2 60
4 78 Harry Babneau, labor 1 40
4 79 Konstu Korpi, labor 2 60
4 80 Matti Latti, labor 2 60
4 81 Luke Richardson, labor 1 20
4 82 Walter Roberts, labor 1 20
4 83 Jerry Gilman, labor 1 20
4 84 Lewis Burpee, labor 75
4 85 Roy J. Roith, labor 9 30
J,320 01
37
4 86 J. R. Niemela, labor
4 87 Frank Putnam, labor
4 88 Frank Ford, labor
4 89 Chas. Pickford, labor
4 90 Silas Rose, labor
4 91 William Doyle, labor
4 92 John Trudelle, labor
4 93 Robert Doyle, labor
4 94 Louis Oilman, labor
4 95 Joseph Charland, labor
4 96 Thomas Naylor, labor
4 97 Ernest Mossey, labor
4 98 Thomas Babneau, labor
4 99 William Korpi, labor
4 100 Ernest Naylor, labor
4 101 Henry Collins, labor
4 102 James Gallagher, labor
4 103 Earl Raymond, labor
4 104 Alfred Woodward, labor
4 118 J. A. Grau, labor
4 119 C. R. Thomas, labor
4 122 The Gleason Store, supplies
4 125 J. A. Grau, truck
4 126 Lewis Burpee, labor
11 133 J. A. Grau, car
18 179 Lewis Burpee, labor
18 180 J. A. Grau, truck
18 181 Roy J. Roith, labor
18 184 Pearson Bros., wheelbarrows
25 206 Leonard Williams, labor
25 214 Peter Jaaskela, labor
25 215 Matti Tielenen, labor
25 216 Clovis Fournier, labor
25 218 J. A. Grau, truck
25 219 Lewis Burpee, labor
25 221 J. A. Grau, car
25 222 American Cyanamid &
Chemical Co.
25 223 Knowlton & Stone, supplies
25 227 C. R. Thomas, labor
May 2 230 J. R. Niemela, labor
2 231 Frank Putnam, labor
2 232 Roy J. Roith, labor
2 233 Frank Ford, labor
2 234 Chas. Pickford, labor
2 235 John Trudelle, labor
2 236 Louis Gilman, labor
2 237 Walter Oya, labor
2 238 Joseph Charland, labor
6
38
2 239 Thomas Naylor, labor
2 240 David Juja, labor
2 241 Ernest Mossey, labor
2 242 Thomas Babneau, labor
2 243 William Korpi, labor
2 244 Ernest Naylor, labor
2 245 Henry Collins, labor
2 246 Earl Raymond, labor
2 247 Lewis Burpee, labor
2 248 Roy J. Roith, labor
2 249 Melvin Walker, truck
2 250 Alfred Pellerin, truck
2 251 J. A. Grau, truck
2 252 Lewis H. Burpee, gravel
2 270 J. A. Grau, labor and car
2 271 Charles R. Thomas, labor
and car
9 279 J. R. Niemela, labor
9 280 Frank Putnam, labor
9 281 Roy J. Roith, labor
9 282 Frank Ford, labor
9 283 Charles Pickford, labor
9 284 John Trudelle, labor
9 285 Walter Oya, labor
9 286 Joseph Charland, labor
9 287 Thomas Naylor, labor
9 288 Order Cancelled
9 289 Ernest Mossey, labor
9 290 Thomas Babneau, labor
9 291 William Korpi, labor
9 292 Ernest Naylor, labor
9 293 Henry Collins, labor
9 294 Earl Raymond, labor
9 296 J. A. Grau, truck
9 297 Melvin Walker, truck
9 298 Alfred Pellerin, truck
9 299 W. H. Plimpton, truck
9 300 L. H. Burpee, gravel
9 301 John Downing, sharpening
drills
9 303 J. A. Grau, labor and car
9 331 Charles R. Thomas, labor
11 332 David Kuja, duplicate of
No. 288
16 366 The Gleason Store, supplies
16 375 Andrew Rajaniemi, painting
June 6 499 Joseph Charland, labor
6 500 Frank Ford, labor
6 507 Charles R. Thomas, labor
13
39
13 548 J. A. Grau, truck
13 550 Charles R. Thomas, foreman
20 556 J. A. Grau, truck
20 557 A. Pellerin, truck
20 558 L. H. Burpee, 88 yds. gravel
20 559 Roy Roith, labor
20 560 Charles R. Thomas, foreman
27 581 Charles R. Thomas, foreman
27 582 J. A. Grau, truck
27 583 L. H. Burpee, gravel
27 598 J. A. Grau, labor on tools
July 4 603 Charles R. Thomas, foreman
4 604 Alfred Pellerin, truck
4 605 Roy Roith, labor
4 606 L. H. Burpee, gravel
11 628 Charles R. Thomas, labor
foreman
11 629 Alfred Pellerin, truck
11 630 L. H. Burpee, gravel
18 653 Charles R. Thomas, foreman
18 654 Alfred Pellerin, truck
18 655 L. H. Burpee, gravel
18 656 Roy Roith, labor
25 662 Alfred Pellerin, truck
25 663 J. A. Grau, truck
25 664 L. H. Burpee, gravel
25 665 Charles R. Thomas, foreman
Aug. 1 687 Charles R. Thomas, foreman
1 688 J. A. Grau, truck
1 689 Alfred Pellerin, truck
1 690 L. H. Burpee, gravel
8 711 J. A. Grau, truck
8 712 Alfred Pellerin, truck
8 713 L. H. Burpee, gravel
8 714 Charles R. Thomas, foreman
15 729 J. A. Grau, truck, gravel
15 713 Alfred Pellerin, truck, gravel
15 731 L. H. Burpee, gravel
15 737 J. A. Grau, labor
22 759 The Gleason Store, supplies
22 760 Alfred Pellerin, truck
22 761 J. A. Grau, truck, labor
22 762 L. H. Burpee, gravel
29 776 Alfred Pellerin, truck
29 777 J. A. Grau, truck, labor
29 778 L. H. Burpee, gravel
29 779 The Gleason Store, rakes
29 780 Thomas Naylor, labor
48
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29 781 Prison Industries, Inc.,
culverts 54 00
Sept. 13 801 Alfred Pellerin, truck 42 00
13 802 J. A. Grau, truck, labor 61 88
13 803 L. H. Burpee, gravel 13 44
19 818 Lori A. Howard, posts 10 00
19 819 J. A. Grau, truck, labor 52 81
19 820 Alfred Pellerin, truck 18 00
19 821 L. H. Burpee, gravel 5 04
19 822 Thomas Naylor, labor 1 60
Oct. 3 900 The Gleason Store, supplies 9 75
3 909 American Cyanamid Co.,
dynamite 42 00
Dec. 5 1286 The Gleason Store, supplies 2 14
5 1287 J. A. Grau, labor and car 19 50
19 1344 J. A. Grau, labor and car 43 94
19 1345 Thomas Naylor, car and labor 4 00
24 1384 J. A. Grau, car and labor 32 50
1939
Jan. 2 1425 J. A. Grau, car and labor 12 19
16 1565 J. A. Grau, labor, car,
truck 111 92
23 1570 J. A. Grau, labor, car 39 00
23 1571 Thomas Naylor, car 1 00
30 1590 The Gleason Store, files 50
30 1613 J. A. Grau, labor and car 14 70
$3,320 01





Rent of grader and derrick






Detail 13 Snow Account
42
28 922 James Gallagher, labor
and material 4 80
28 925 Robert Knight, labor and
material 4 40
Mar. 7 939 The Gleason Store, shovels 2 25
7 940 Ned M. Pierce, labor, car,
truck 27 25
7 941 Alfred Pellerin, truck 34 00
7 942 Aimi Metevier, labor 6 80
7 943 Arthur Metevier, labor 3
7 944 Walter Roberts, labor 4
7 945 Robert Knight, labor 5
7 946 Toivo Latti, labor 5
7 947 Leonard Williams, labor 2
7 949 Richard Latti, labor 2
15 964 Ned M. Pierce, truck 9 00
15 965 Toivo Latti, labor 2 40
15 966 Leonard Williams, labor 2
15 967 Robert Knight, labor 2
15 968 Walter Roberts, labor 1
15 969 Lawrence Oilman, labor 1
21 998 W. H. Plimpton, truck 6 00
21 999 Alfred Pellerin, labor 2
21 2 Luke H. Richardson, labor 1
21 3 Earl Raymond, labor
21 6 Peter Jaaskela, labor 1
21 11 Walter Roberts, labor 1
21 12 A. Metevier, truck 4
Apr. 4 65 Clovis Fournier, labor 5
4 66 Jerry Oilman, labor 3
4 67 Robert Knight, labor 3
4 68 Francis Naylor, labor 5
4 69 Walter Roberts, labor 5
135 W. H. Plimpton, truck 13 50
141 Luke H. Richardson, labor 5 00
142 Leonard Wilhams, labor 11 00
143 Melvin Walker, truck 6 00
144 Lewis Burpee, labor 6 00
145 Clovis Fournier, labor 3 20
146 Harry F. Mason, labor 17 25
147 Walter Roberts, labor 12 80
148 Leon Patrick, labor 6 00
149 Harry Babneau, labor 6 00
150 Robert Knight, labor 6 00
151 Paul Hannaford, labor 6 00
152 Arthur Koskela, labor 3 20
156 Dublin Oarage, labor and
material 6 80























188 Leonard Williams, labor 7 60
189 Walter Roberts, labor 7 20
190 Paul Hannaford, labor 3 80
191 Arthur Koskela, labor 1 60
193 Luke H. Richardson, labor 1 60
194 Robert Knight, labor 4 00
195 Harry Babneau, labor 2 20
196 Jerry Oilman, labor 4 00
198 D. D. Bean & Son, lumber 46 77
190 Paul Hannaford, labor 3 80
191 Arthur Koskela, labor 1 60
193 Luke H. Richardson, labor 1 60
194 Robert Knight, labor 4 00
195 Harry Babneau, labor 2 20
196 Jerry Oilman, labor 4 00
198 D. D. Bean & Son, lumber 46 77
25 203 W. H. Plimpton, truck 3 75
25 204 Alfred Pellerin, truck 3 75
25 206 Leonard Williams, labor 8 00
25 208 Francis Navlor, labor 1 00
25 209 Philip Dupree, labor 1 00
25 211 Harry Babneau, labor 1 00
25 212 Paul Hannaford, labor 1 00
25 213 Natt Simonds, labor 1 00
25 214 Clovis Fournier, labor 5 20
25 217 Walter Roberts, labor 7 20
May 2 260 Clovis Fournier, labor 11 20
2 262 Walter Roberts, labor 9 60
14 333 Peterboro Lumber Co.,
material 61 99
Detail 14 Town Maintenance
Paid: No.
Feb. 16 888 Walter Knight, labor
16 889 Ernest Mossey, labor
16 890 Robert Doyle, labor
21 892 Ned M. Pierce, labor, car
21 891 Henry Trudelle, labor, car
21 896 Harry Babneau, labor
28 916 Ned M. Pierce, labor, car
28 917 Alfred Pellerin, truck
28 918 Henry Trudelle, labor
28 919 Henry Trudelle, car
28 920 Robert Doyle, labor
28 921 Francis Naylor, labor




28 923 Walter Knight, labor 6 40
28 924 Aimi Metevier, labor 1 20
Mar. 15 968 Walter Roberts, labor 1 60
15 970 W. H. Plimpton, labor, truck 39 37
15 971 Ned M. Pierce, truck 21 00
15 972 Alfred Pellerin, truck 24 00
15 973 Luke H. Richardson, labor 9 60
15 974 Harry Babneau, labor 9 60
15 979 Natt Simonds, labor 6 40
15 976 Earl Raymond, labor 6 40
15 977 Philip Dupree, labor 6 40
15 978 Francis Naylor, labor 6 40
15 979 Vernon Walker, labor 1 25
18 992 W. H. Plimpton, (Duplicate of No. 970)
21 997 Leon L. Patrick, filing saws 1 20
21 998 W. H. Plimpton, labor, truck 54 00
21 999 Alfred Pellerin, truck 36 00
21 1000 J. A. Grau, truck 12 00
21 1 Ned M. Pierce, truck 12 00
21 2 Luke H. Richardson, labor 10 80
21 3 Earl Raymond labor 9 60
21 4 Harry Babneau, labor 9 60
21 5 Matti Tielenen, labor 9 60
21 6 Peter Jaaskela, labor 9 60
21 7 Natt Simonds, labor 6 40
21 8 Leo Charland, labor 9 60
21 9 Jerry Oilman, labor 6 40
21 10 Melvin Walker, truck 19 50
21 11 Walter Roberts, labor 10 80
28 17 Leon Patrick, labor 5 60
28 24 W. H. Plimpton, labor, truck 97 50
28 25 Ned M. Pierce, truck 12 00
28 26 Melvin Walker, truck 35 25
28 27 J. A. Grau, truck, labor on
tools 47 20
28 28 Alfred Pellerin, truck 48 00
28 29 Luke H. Richardson, labor 18 80
28 30 Peter Jaaskela, labor 18 60
28 31 Matti Tielenen, labor 18 20
28 32 Matti Latti, labor 15 00
28 33 Jerry Oilman, labor 18 20
28 34 Robert Knight, labor 18 20
28 35 Victor Niemi, labor 11 80
28 36 Philip Dupree, labor 15 00
28 37 Arthur Koskela, labor 3 20
28 38 Harry Babneau, labor 3 20
28 39 Hubert Pickford, labor 1 60
28 40 Leonard Williams, labor 12 00
28 41 Lauri Rajaniemi, labor 5 60
45
28 42 J. A. Grau, gravel
28 43 W. H. Plimpton, car
28 44 Charles Pickford, gravel
Apr. 4 45 American Cynamid Co.,
dynamite
4 48 The Gleason Store, tools
4 49 Clukay's Garage, gas, oil
4 50 W. H. Plimpton, labor, truck,
car
4 51 Ned M. Pierce, truck
4 52 Alfred Pellerin, truck
4 53 Melvin Walker, truck
4 54 J. A. Grau, truck
4 55 Luke H. Richardson, labor
4 56 Lewis Burpee, labor
4 57 Peter Jaaskela, labor
4 58 Matti Tielenen, labor
4 59 Matti Latti, labor
4 60 Victor Niemi, labor
4 61 Konstu Korpi, labor
4 62 Harrj^ Babneau, labor
4 63 Leo Charland, labor
4 64 Leonard Williams, labor
4 65 Clovis Fournier, labor
4 66 Jerry Gilman, labor
4 67 Robert Knight, labor
4 68 Francis Naylor, labor
4 69 Walter Roberts, labor
4 70 Arthur Koskela, labor
11 135 W. H. Plimpton, truck, labor 34
11 136 Peter Jaaskela, labor
11 137 Matti Tielenen, labor
11 138 Konstu Korpi, labor
11 139 Matti Latti, labor
11 140 Arthur Koskela, labor
11 141 Luke H. Richardson, labor
11 142 Leonard Williams, labor
11 144 Lewis Burpee, labor
11 149 Harry Babneau, labor
11 150 Robert Knight, labor
11 151 Paul Hannaford, labor
11 153 Dyer Sales Machinery Co.,
grader blades 8 00
11 154 Perkins Machine Co.,
labor, material 13 52
18 185 W. H. Plimpton, labor,
truck 79 50
18 186 J. A. Grau, truck 6 75
18 187 Alfred Pellerin, truck 12 00
2
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188 Leonard Williams, labor
189 Walter Roberts, labor
190 Paul Hannaford, labor
191 Arthur Koskela, labor
192 Leo Charland, labor
193 Luke H. Richardson, labor
194 Robert Knight, labor
195 Harry Babneau, labor
196 Jerry Oilman, labor
197 Harry F. Mason, labor
199 Worcester's Garage, labor,
material
25 203 W. H. Plimpton, labor, truck
25 204 Alfred Pellerin, truck
25 205 Melvin Walker, truck
25 206 Leonard Williams, labor
25 207 Luke H. Richardson, labor
25 208 Francis Naylor, labor
25 209 Philip Dupree, labor
25 210 Leo Charland, labor
25 211 Harr}^ Babneau, labor
25 212 Paul Hannaford, labor
25 213 Natt Simonds, labor
25 214 Peter Jaaskela, labor
25 215 Matti Tielenen, labor
25 216 Clovis Fournier, labor
25 217 Walter Roberts, labor
25 224 Perkins Machine Co., steel
door
25 226 Alfred Pellerin, truck
25 229 New England Road Equip.
Co., sander
May 2 253 W. H. Plimpton, labor,
car, truck
2 254 Paul Hannaford, labor
2 255 Leo Charland, labor
2 256 Francis Naylor, labor
2 257 Luke H. Richardson, labor
2 258 Harry Babneau, labor
2 259 Philip Dupree, labor
2 260 Clovis Fournier, labor
2 261 Leonard Williams, labor
2 262 Walter Roberts, labor
2 263 Victor Niemi, labor
2 264 Stephen Putnam, labor
2 265 A. J. Rajaniemi, gas
2 266 The Gleason Store, supplies
2 267 Natt Simonds, labor
2 268 Dyar Sales Co., scarafier
11
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2 269 N. E. Road Equip. Co., brooms? 00
9 310 Clukay's Garage, labor,
and materials 6 09
9 311 Perkins Machine Co., labor
steel 1 21
9 312 W. H. Plimpton, labor, truck 89 25
9 313 J. A. Grau, truck 36 00
9 314 Alfred Pellerin, truck 36 00
9 315 Melvin Walker, truck 36 00
9 316 Luke H. Richardson, labor 19 20
9 317 Harry Babneau, labor 19 20
9 318 Natt Simonds, labor 16 00
9 319 Leo Charland, labor 19 20
9 320 Gardner Knight, labor 12 80
9 321 Francis Naylor, labor 9 60
9 322 Phihp Dupree, labor 9 60
9 323 Leonard Williams, labor 19 20
9 324 Joseph Beaulieu, labor 17 00
9 325 Walter Roberts, labor 12 80
9 326 Clovis Fournier, labor 6 40
9 327 Charles Pickford, labor 6 40
9 328 J. R. Niemela, labor 7 40
9 329 Vernon Walker, labor 3 20
14 333 Peterboro Lumber Co.,
material 20 60
16 347 Koppers Co., tar 61 88
16 348 Vernon Walker, labor 6 40
16 349 Luke H. Richardson, labor 19 20
16 350 Harry Babneau, labor 19 20
16 351 Natt Simonds, labor 19 20
16 352 Richard Niemela, labor 19 20
16 353 Leonard Williams, labor 19 20
16 354 Francis Naylor, labor 19 20
16 355 Philip Dupree, labor 19 20
16 356 Leo Charland, labor 19 20
16 357 George Brooks, labor 16 00
16 358 J. A. Grau, truck 12 00
16 359 Alfred Pellerin, truck 18 00
16 360 W. H. Plimpton, labor, truck 91 50
16 Joseph Beaulieu, labor 19 20
16 362 Hardner Knight, labor 19 20
16 363 Charles Pickford, labor 14 60
16 364 Walter Roberts, labor 3 20
16 365 Andrew Rajaniemi, gas 15 00
23 399 Glenroy W. Scott, nails 3 55
23 400 Walter Roberts, labor 4 00
23 401 W. H. Plimpton, truck, labor 86 44
23 402 Leonard WiUiams, labor 14 60
23 403 Louis Gilman, labor 14 60
48
23 404 Silas Rose, labor
23 405 Roy Roith, labor
23 406 Clovis Fournier, labor
23 407 J. A. Grau, truck
23 408 Alfred Pellorin, truck
23 409 Melvin Walker, truck
23 410 Luke H. Richardson, labor
23 411 Richard Niemela, labor
23 412 Harry Babneau, labor
23 413 Natt Simonds, labor
23 414 Leo Charland, labor
23 415 Ed Foiz, labor
23 416 Joseph Beaulieu, labor
23 417 Gardner Knight, labor
23 418 Perkins Machine Co., welding
24 419 Thomas Naylor, labor
31 430 The Emerald, gas
31 431 HoUis Auto Express, freight
31 432 A. J. Rajaniemi, painting
31 433 W. H. Phmpton, labor,
car, truck
31 434 J. A. Grau, truck
31 435 Alfred Pellerin, truck
31 436 Melvin Walker, truck
31 437 Luke H. Richardson, labor
31 438 Richard Niemela, labor
31 439 Natt Simonds, labor
31 440 Leo Charland, labor
31 441 Ed Foiz, labor
31 442 Gardner Knight, labor
31 443 PhiUp Dupree, labor
31 444 Ernest Naylor, labor
31 445 Harry Babneau, labor
31 446 Thomas Naylor, labor
31 447 Louis Gilman, labor
31 448 Roy Roith, labor
31 449 Thomas Babneau, labor
31 450 Silas Rose, labor
31 451 Clovis Fournier, labor
31 452 Alfred Pellerin, labor
31 453 Leonard Williams, labor, car
31 454 Charles Pickford, labor
31 455 Joseph Beaulieu, labor
31 457 W. H. Plimpton, brushes
June 6 462 W. H. Plimpton, labor, truck
6 463 J. A. Grau, gravel, truck
6 464 Alfred PeUerin, truck
6 465 Melvin W^alker, truck
6 466 Luke H. Richardson, labor
14
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6 467 Richard Niemela, labor
6 468 Roy Roith, labor
6 469 Louis Gilman, labor
6 470 Thomas Babneau, labor
6 471 Philip Dupree, labor
6 472 Francis Naylor, labor
6 473 Ernest Naylor, labor
6 474 Harry Babneau, labor
6 475 Ed Foiz, labor
6 476 Thomas Naylor, labor
6 477 Silas Rose, labor
6 478 Leo Charland, labor
6 479 Charles Pickford, labor
6 480 Joseph Beaulieu, labor
'
6 481 Victor Niemi, labor
6 482 Natt Simonds, labor
6 483 Gardner Knight, labor
6 484 Worcester's Garage, supplies
6 485 Clukay's Garage, supplies
6 486 The Derby Stores, bolts
6 487 Hollis Auto Express, cancelled
6 488 Solvav Sales Corp., calcium
6 489 W. H. Plimpton, tools
6 506 Koppers Co., tar
13 531 The Gleason Store, supplies
13 532 Koppers Co., tarmac
13 533 W. H. Plimpton, truck, labor
13 534 J. A. Grau, truck
13 535 Alfred Pellerin, truck
13 536 Luke H. Richardson, labor
13 537 Harry Babneau, labor
13 538 Ed Foiz, labor
13 539 Silas Rose, labor
13 540 Charles Pickford, labor
13 541 Natt Simonds, labor
13 542 Joseph Beaulieu, labor
13 543 Gardner Knight, labor
13 544 Leo Charland, labor
13 545 Richard Niemela, labor
13 546 Thomas Naylor, labor
20 562 S. G. White Sons, nuts, screws
20 563 Worcester's Garage, repairs
(Walker's Truck)
20 564 W. H. Plimpton, labor, truck
20 565 J. A. Grau, truck
20 566 Alfred Pellerin, truck
20 567 Melvin Walker, truck
20 568 Silas Rose, labor
20 569 Joseph Beaulieu, labor
16
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20 570 Charles Pickford, labor
20 571 Natt Simonds, labor
20 572 Richard Niemela, labor
20 573 Ed Foiz, labor
27 584 W. H. Plimpton, labor, truck
27 585 Melvin Walker, truck
27 586 Silas Rose, labor
27 587 Joseph Beaulieu, labor
27 588 Charles Pickford, labor
27 589 Natt Simonds, labor
27 590 Richard Niemela, labor
27 591 Ed Foiz, labor
27 592 Harry Babneau, labor
27 593 Philip Dupree, labor
27 598 J. A. Grau, labor on trailer
July 5 607 W. H. Plimpton, truck, labor 30 28
5 608 Silas Rose, labor
5 609 Charles Pickford, labor
5 610 Natt Simonds, labor
5 611 Koppers Co., tar
.1 617 W. H. Plimpton, labor, truck
.1 618 Clarence Harrington, labor
.1 619 Richard Niemela, labor
l1 620 Philip Dupree, labor
.1 621 Silas Rose, labor
.1 622 The Emerald, gas
.1 623 Clukay's Garage, supplies
624 W. H. Plimpton, express
642 Dyar Sales & Mch. Co.,
York Grader
643 W. H. Plimpton, labor, truck
644 J. A. Grau, truck
645 Alfred Pellerin, truck
646 Silas Rose, labor
647 Leo Charland, labor
648 Clarence Harrington, labor
649 William Pickford, car
L8 650 Lewis H. Burpee, gravel 88
660 J. A. Grau, gravel 60
25 668 W. PL Plimpton, truck, labor 48 18
25 669 Silas Rose, labor 12 80
25 670 Leo Charland, labor 6 40
25 671 William Pickford, labor 9 60
25 672 Joseph Beaulieu, labor 4 40
Aug. 1 673 W. H. Plimpton, labor, truck 76 50
1 674 Melvin Walker, truck 13 50
1 675 Joseph Beaulieu, labor 19 20
1 676 Silas Rose, labor 13 40
1 677 Stephen Putnam, labor 13 20
12
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1 678 Leo Charland, labor
1 679 Philip Dupree, labor
1 680 Francis Naylor, labor
1 681 Natt Simonds, labor
1 682 Gale E. Hill, welding
8 696 John Downing, labor
8 679 Clukay's Garage, supplies
8 698 Worcester's Garage, labor,
material
8 699 W. H. Plimpton, labor, truck
8 700 Silas Rose, labor
8 701 Stephen Putnam, labor
8 702 Natt Simonds, labor
8 703 Joseph Beaulieu, labor
8 704 Francis Naylor, labor
8 705 Charles Pickford, labor
15 732 The Emerald, oil
15 733 The Gleason Store, brushes
22 738 Gale E. Hill, labor
22 739 Worcester's Garage, supplies
22 740 W. H. Plimpton, labor, truck
22 741 Melvin Walker, truck
22 742 Charles Pickford, labor
22 743 Silas Rose, labor
22 744 Richard Niemela, labor
22 745 Harry Babneau, labor
22 746 Joseph Beaulieu, labor
22 747 William Korpi, labor
29 764 W. H. Plimpton, truck, labor
29 765 Charles Pickford, labor
29 766 Joseph Beaulieu, labor
29 767 William Korpi, labor
29 768 Richard Niemela, labor
29 769 W. H. Plimpton, repairs,
material
Sept. 6 793 Clukay's Garage, gas
6 794 W. H. Plimpton, labor
6 795 Charles Pickford, labor
6 796 Joseph Beaulieu, labor
6 797 Harry Babneau, labor
6 798 Richard Niemela, labor
13 805 W. H. Plimpton, labor
13 806 Joseph Beaulieu, labor
13 807 Charles Pickford, labor
13 808 Hubert Pickford, labor
27 864 W. H. Plimpton, labor
27 865 Joseph Beaulieu, labor
3
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27 866 Charles Pickford, labor 3 20
27 867 Hubert Pickford, labor 3 20
1939









27 850 Oscar Kotka, labor
27 851 Harry Babneau, labor
27 852 Anthony Babneau, labor
27 853 Stephen Putnam, labor
27 854 Clovis Fournier, labor
27 855 Robert Doyle, labor
27 856 Richard Niemela, labor
27 857 Victor Niemi, labor
27 858 Konstu Korpi, labor
27 859 Arvo Korpi, labor
27 860 Natt Simonds, labor
27 861 J. A. Grau, labor, car,
truck, gravel
27 862 Charles R. Thomas, labor
27 863 Henry D. Allison, labor
Oct. 3 868 W. H. Plimpton, labor, truck
3 869 Alfred Pellerin, truck
3 870 William Aiken, labor
3 871 Joseph Beaulieu, labor
3 872 James Gallagher, labor
3 873 Silas Rose, labor
3 874 Harry Babneau, labor
3 875 Leo Charland, labor
3 876 William Sherwin, labor
3 877 Hubert Pickford, labor
3 878 Ernest Mossey, labor
3 879 Joseph Charland, labor
3 880 Anthony Babneau, labor
3 881 Charles Pickford, labor
3 882 Stephen Putnam, labor
3 883 Lewis W. Burpee, labor
3 884 Arvo Korpi, labor
3 885 Victor Niemi, labor
3 886 Reuben Korpi, labor
3 887 Konstu Korpi, labor
3 888 William Korpi, labor
3 889 Otto Koskela, labor
3 890 Oscar Kotka, labor
3 891 Frederick Grasmauck, labor
3 892 Francis Rajaniemi, labor
3 893 Philip Dupree, labor
3 894 Francis Naylor, labor
3 895 Joseph Contri, labor
3 896 Ernest Knight, labor
3 897 Leo Charland, labor
3 898 James Gallagher, labor
3 899 William Sherwin, labor
3 900 The Gleason Store, supplies
6
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3 901 J. A. Grau, labor, truck,
car, gravel
3 902 Lewis H. Burpee, gravel
3 906 Henry D. Allison, labor, car
3 907 Charles R. Thomas, labor
3 908 Axel T. Blomgren, labor
10 911 Walter C. Roberts, labor
10 912 Leonard William, labor
10 913 N. Luopa, labor
10 914 Charles Gibbs, labor
10 915 Francis Naylor, labor
10 916 Philip Dupree, labor
10 917 Charles Beauregard, bridge,
plank
10 918 Leon Patrick, labor, supplies
10 919 J. A. Grau, labor, pickup,
gravel
10 920 Thomas Naylor, car
10 921 Clukay's Garage, gas, oil
10 925 Hafeli Fuel & Ice Co., fuel, oil
10 926 W. H. Plimpton, labor,
truck, car
10 927 Alfred Pellerin, truck
10 928 Joseph Beaulieu, labor
10 929 Charles Pickford, labor
10 930 Lewis W. Burpee, labor
10 931 Leo Charland, labor
10 932 Harry Babneau, labor
10 933 Francis Naylor, labor
10 934 Ernest Mossey, labor
10 935 PhiUp Dupree, labor
10 936 Joseph Contri, labor
10 937 Frederick Grasmauck, labor
10 938 Stephen Putnam, labor
10 939 Otto Koskela, labor
10 940 Oscar Kotka, labor
10 941 Konstu Korpi, labor
10 942 Wilham Korpi, labor
10 943 Rueben Korpi, labor
10 944 Arvo Korpi, labor
10 945 Ernest Knight, labor
10 946 William Sherwin, labor
10 947 Victor Niemi, labor
10 948 Anthony Babneau, labor
10 949 Francis Rajaniemi, labor
10 950 J. A. Grau, truck
10 951 Hume Pipe Co. of N. E.,
culverts
17 956 J. A. Grau, labor, car, truck
180
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17 957 Melvin Walker, truck
17 958 Thomas, car
17 960 Charles R. Thomas, labor
17 961 W. H. Plimpton, labor,
car, truck
17 962 Alfred Pellerin, truck
17 963 Ned M. Pierce, truck
17 964 Charles Pickford, labor
17 965 Roy Roith, labor
17 966 Otto Koskela, labor
17 967 Rueben Korpi, labor
17 968 Arvo Korpi, labor
17 969 Konstu Korpi, labor
17 970 Anthony Babneau, labor
17 971 Stephen Putnam, labor
17 972 William Sherwin, labor
17 973 Silas Rose, labor
17 974 Frederick Grasmauch, labor
17 975 Lewis W. Burpee, labor
17 976 Harry Babneau, labor
17 977 Francis Rajaniemi, labor
17 978 Francis Naylor, labor
17 979 William Pickford, labor
17 980 Ernest Mossey, labor
17 981 William Korpi, labor
17 982 Joseph Contri, labor
17 983 Hume Pipe Co. of N. E.,
culverts 1,126 61
17 984 Prison Industries, (Cancelled)
24 986 Arthur Whitcomb, gas shovel 35 00
24 987 Am. Cyanamid Co., dynamite
and caps 126 50
24 988 Pearson Brothers, stone
boat heads 12 32
24 989 Charles Beauregard, drag
plank 4 56
24 990 Clyde A. Coombs, tractor
parts, oil 146 82
24 991 J. A. Grau, labor, truck car 62 67
24 992 Melvin Walker, truck 15 75
24 993 Thomas Naylor, car 1 00
24 994 Leo Charland, labor 2 40
24 995 William Korpi, labor 2 20
24 996 Ernest Knight, labor 2 00
24 997 Henry Collins, labor 1 60
24 998 Charles R. Thomas, labor 20 25
24 1001 W. H. PHmpton, labor,
truck, car 123 34
24 1002 Alfred Pellerin, truck 81 00
16
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24 1003 Ned M. Pierce, truck
24 1004 Charles Pickford, labor
24 1005 Roy Roith, labor
24 1006 Otto Koskela, labor
24 1007 Silas Rose, labor
24 1008 Harry Babneau, labor
24 1009 Stephen Putnam, labor
24 1010 Anthony Babneau, labor
24 1011 Lewis W. Burpee, labor
24 1012 Konstu Korpi, labor
24 1013 Arvo Korpi, labor
24 1014 Rueben Korpi, labor
24 1015 Francis Rajaniemi, labor
24 1016 Frederick Grasmauch, labor
24 1017 Francis Naylor, labor
24 1018 William Sherwin, labor
24 1019 Henry Oilman, labor
24 1020 Melvin Walker, truck
24 1021 Dyar Sales & Mch. Co.,
torches
24 1022 N. E. Road Equipt. Co., paint
31 1024 W. H. Plimpton, truck,
labor, car
31 1025 Alfred Pellerin, truck
31 1026 Ned M. Pierce, truck
31 1027 Melvin Walker, truck
31 1028 Charles Pickford, labor
31 1029 Roy Roith, labor
31 1030 Otto Koskela, labor •
31 1031 Konstu Korpi, labor
31 1032 Rueben Korpi, labor
31 1033 Arvo Korpi, labor
31 1034 Anthony Babneau, labor
31 1035 Stephen Putnam, labor
31 1036 Francis Naylor, labor
31 1037 Lewis W. Burpee, labor
31 1038 Harry Babneau, labor
31 1039 Francis Rajaniemi, labor
31 1040 Frederick Grasmauch, labor
31 1041 William Sherwin, labor
31 1042 Henry Gilman, labor
31 1043 Silas Rose, labor
31 1044 James Gallagher, labor
31 1045 Thomas Babneau, labor
31 1046 Arthur Koskela, labor
31 1047 Herbert Holmes, labor
31 1048 Am. Cyanamid Co.,
dynamite
31 1049 HafeH Fuel & Ice Co., fuel, oil
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31 1050 A. T. Appleton, labor, material 72 10
31 1053 Lewis W. Burpee, Dup. of Order 975
31 1054 Charles R. Thomas, labor 25 30
31 1055 Henry D. Allison, labor, car 7 50
31 1056 J. A. Grau, labor, truck, car 63 13
31 1057 Melvin Walker, truck 12 06
31 1058 Thomas Naylor, car 1 00
31 1059 Clyde A. Coombs, labor,
material 36 53
Nov. 7 1060 Peterboro Lumber Co., supplies 3 45
7 1061 HafeU Fuel & Ice Co., Dup. of Order 1049
7 1062 W. H. Plimpton, labor, car,
truck, express
7 1063 Alfred Pellerin, truck
7 1064 Ned M. Pierce, truck
7 1065 Melvin Walker, truck
7 1066 Charles Pickford, labor
7 1067 Roy Roith, labor
7 1068 Silas Rose, labor
7 1069 Lewis W. Burpee, labor
7 1070 Harry Babneau, labor
7 1071 James M. Gallagher, labor
7 1072 Otto Koskela, labor
7 1073 William Sherwin, labor
7 1074 Francis Rajaniemi, labor
7 1075 Frederick Grasmauck, labor
7 1076 Francis Naylor, labor
7 1077 Reuben Korpi, labor
7 1078 Thomas Babneau, labor
7 1079 Arthur Koskela, labor
7 1080 Anthony Babneau, labor
7 1081 Herbert Holmes, labor
7 1082 Arvo Korpi, labor
7 1083 Stephen Putnam, labor
7 1084 William Aiken, labor
7 1085 Ed Foiz, labor
7 1086 Ralph Worcester, labor
7 1087 Philip Dupree, labor
7 1088 Henry Oilman, labor
7 1089 The Gleason Store, supplies
7 1090 Wilbur Pearson, labor
7 1091 Frank Emery, labor
7 1092 Clukay's Garage, gas, oil
7 1096 Dyar Sales & Mch. Co.,
cement mixer 320 00
7 1097 Hume Pipe Co. of N. E.,
culverts 78 80
7 1100 Charles R. Thomas, labor, car 61 25
7 1101 J. A. Grau, labor, truck, car 77 74
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7 1102 Thomas Naylor, car 6 00
7 1104 Prison Industries, culverts 270 00
7 1105 Leon L. Patrick, labor 1 70
14 1107 Dyar Sales & Mch. Co.,
steel arches 748 80
14 1108 W. H. Plimpton, labor,
truck, car 121 37
14 1109 Ned M. Pierce, truck 81 00
14 1110 Alfred Pellerin, truck 79 "60
14 1111 Melvin Walker, truck 81 00
14 1112 Charles Pickford, labor 27 00
14 1113 Roy Roith, labor 27 00
14 1114 Otto Koskela, labor 9 20
14 1115 Francis Naylor, labor 21 60
14 1116 William Sherwin, labor 21 60
14 1117 Ed Foiz, labor 18 00
14 1118 Henry Oilman, labor 21 60
14 1119 Francis Rajaniemi, labor 21 60
14 1120 Frederick Grasmauch, labor 20 00
14 1121 Harry Babneau, labor 21 60
14 1122 Rueben Korpi, labor 21 60
14 1123 Konstu Korpi, labor 20 40
14 1124 Arvo Korpi, labor 20 40
14 1125 Lewis W. Burpee, labor 20 40
14 1126 William Korpi, labor 20 40
14 1127 Silas Rose, labor 21 60
14 1128 Arthur Koskela, labor 2 00
14 1129 Herbert Holmes, labor 21 60
14 1130 Ralph Worcester, labor 21 60
14 1131 Robert Worcester, labor 20 00
14 1132 Stephen Putnam, labor 19 60
14 1133 Anthony Babneau, labor 19 60
14 1134 Philip Dupree, labor 21 60
14 1135 James Gallagher, labor 21 60
14 1136 Thomas Babneau, labor 14 40
14 1137 Charles R. Thomas, labor, car 36 36
14 1138 Pearson Brothers, peaveys 6 00
14 1139 J. A. Grau, labor, truck, car 60 05
22 1141 Am. Cyanamid Co.,
dynamite 64 00
22 1142 Perkins Machine Co.,
labor, material 8 62
22 1143 The Emerald, gas 95
22 1144 W. H. Plimpton, labor,
truck, car 95 75
22 1145 Ned M. Pierce, truck 57 00
22 1146 Alfred Pellerin, truck 67 50
22 1147 Melvin Walker, truck 67 50
22 1148 Charles Pickford, labor 18 00
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22 1149 James M. Gallagher, labor
22 1150 Harry Babneau, labor
22 1151 Rueben Korpi, labor
22 1152 Thomas Babneau, labor
22 1153 Frederick Grasmauck, labor
22 1154 Ralph Worcester, labor
22 1155 WiUiam Sherwin, labor
22 1156 Francis Naylor, labor
22 1157 Francis Rajaniemi, labor
22 1158 Henry Gilman, labor
22 1159 Lewis W. Burpee, labor
22 1160 William Aiken, labor
22 1161 Silas Rose, labor
22 1162 Philip Dupree, labor
22 1163 Roy Roith, labor
22 1164 Stephen Putnam, labor
22 1165 Konstu Korpi, labor
22 1166 Anthony Babneau, labor
22 1167 Arvo Korpi, labor
22 1168 Robert Worcester, labor
22 1169 Herbert Holmes, labor
22 1170 Arthur Koskela, labor
22 1171 Ed Foiz, labor
22 1172 Joseph Charland, labor
22 1173 Leo Charland, labor
22 1184 James L. Brockway, labor,
material 322 82
22 1185 Charles R. Thomas, labor, car 30 83
28 1186 W. H. Plimpton, labor,
truck, car
28 1187 Ned M. Pierce, truck
28 1188 Alfred Pellerin, truck
28 1189 Melvin Walker, truck
28 1190 Paul Hannaford, labor
28 1191 Harry Babneau, labor
28 1192 William Sherwin, labor
28 1193 Ed Foiz, labor
28 1194 Philip Dupree, labor
28 1195 Francis Rajaniemi, labor
28 1196 Rueben Korpi, labor
28 1197 Francis Naylor, labor
28 1198 Frederick Grasmauch, labor
28 1199 Ralph Worcester, labor
28 1200 Arvo Korpi, labor
28 1201 Konstu Korpi, labor
28 1202 Joseph Charland, labor
28 1203 Arthur Leclair, labor
28 1204 William Aiken, labor
28 1205 Lewis W. Burpee, labor
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28 1206 Silas Rose, labor
28 1207 Arthur Koskela, labor
28 1208 William Doyle, labor
28 1209 Roy Roith, labor
28 1210 Thomas Babneau, labor
28 1211 Clarence Babneau, labor
28 1212 Charles Piekford, labor
28 1213 James Gallagher, labor
28 1214 Ed Foiz, labor
28 1215 Thomas Naylor, labor
28 1216 J. A. Grau, truck, labor
28 1217 Alfred Pellerin, labor
28 1218 Amie Metivier, labor
28 1219 Hubert Piekford, labor
28 1220 Leo Charland, labor
28 1221 Stephen Putnam, labor
28 1222 Anthony Babneau, labor
28 1223 Gardner Knight, labor
28 1224 Rueben Korpi, labor
28 1225 J. A. Grau, labor, car
28 1230 C. E. Gowing, tools
28 1231 Charles R. Thomas, labor, car 23 75
Dec. 5 1233 Sentinel Ptg. Co., posters
5 1234 The Gleason Store, supplies
5 1235 Hafeli Fuel & Ice Co., fuel oil
5 1236 S. G. White Sons, bolts
5 1237 Dyar Sales & Mch. Co.,
snow-plow, shovels
5 1238 J. A. Grau, truck, labor
5 1239 Amie Metivier, truck
5 1240 Thomas Naylor, labor
5 1241 Roy Roith, labor
5 1242 Alfred Pellerin, labor
5 1243 James Gallagher, labor
5 1244 Joseph Charland, labor
5 1245 Leo Charland, labor
5 1246 Arthur Leclair, labor
5 1247 Lewis W. Burpee, labor
5 1248 Ed Foiz, labor
5 1249 Arvo Korpi, labor
5 1250 Rueben Korpi, labor
5 1251 Clarence Babneau, labor
5 1252 Alfred Pellerin, truck, labor
5 1253 Silas Rose, labor
5 1254 Frederick Grasmauch, labor
5 1255 Francis Naylor, labor
5 1256 William Sherwin
5 1257 Arthur Koskela, labor
5 1258 Francis Rajaniemi, labor
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5 1259 W. H. Plimpton, labor,
truck, car
5 1260 Alfred Pellerin, truck
5 1261 Melvin Walker, truck
5 1262 Harry Babneau, labor
5 1263 Philip Dupree, labor
5 1264 Arthur Koskela, Cancelled
5 1265 William Doyle, labor
5 1266 William Aiken, labor
5 1267 Henry Oilman, labor
5 1268 Thomas Babneau, labor
5 1269 Victor Niemi, labor
5 1270 Stephen Putnam, labor
5 1271 Anthony Babneau, labor
5 1272 Herbert Holmes, labor
5 1273 Charles Pickford, labor
5 1274 Paul Hannaford, labor
5 1275 Roy Roith, labor
5 1284 Charles R. Thomas, labor, car 36
12 1306 Charles R. Thomas, labor, car
12 1309 Clyde A. Coombs, plow,
tractor parts
12 1310 Maine Steel Co., bolts, pins
12 1311 W. H. Plimpton, labor,
truck, car
12 1312 J. A. Grau, truck
12 1313 Alfred Pellerin, truck
12 1314 Melvin Walker, truck
12 1315 Ned M. Pierce, truck
12 1316 Charles Pickford, labor
12 1317 James Gallagher, labor
12 1318 Harry Babneau, labor
12 1319 William Sherwin, labor
12 1320 Philip Dupree, labor
12 1321 Francis Naylor, labor
12 1322 Henry Oilman, labor
12 1323 Paul Hannaford, labor
12 1324 Ralph Worcester, labor
12 1325 Thomas Babneau, labor
12 1326 William Aiken, labor
12 1327 Richard Niemela, labor
12 1328 Silas Rose, labor
12 1329 Lewis W. Burpee, labor, car
12 1330 Roy Roith, labor
12 1331 Arvo Korpi, labor
12 1332 Rueben Korpi, labor
12 1333 Victor Niemela, labor
12 1334 Clarence Babneau, labor
12 1335 Leo Charland, labor
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12 1336 Herbert Holmes, labor
12 1337 Otto Parhaila, labor
12 1338 Joesph Charland, labor
12 1339 Arthur Leclair, labor
12 1340 Alfred Grimes, labor
12 1342 William Doyle, labor
19 1346 W. H. Plimpton, labor,
car, truck, blades
19 1347 J. A. Grau, truck
19 1348 Alfred Pellerin, truck
19 1349 Ned M. Pierce, truck
19 1350 Melvin Walker, truck
19 1351 Charles Pickford, labor
19 1352 James Gallagher, labor
19 1353 Harry Babneau, labor
19 1354 Ed Foiz, labor
19 1355 William Sherwin, labor
19 1356 Philip Dupree, labor
19 1357 Francis Naylor, labor
19 1358 Paul Hannaford, labor
19 1359 Thomas Babneau, labor •
19 1360 Silas Rose, labor
19 1361 Henry Gilman, labor
19 1362 William Doyle, labor
19 1363 William Aiken, labor
19 1364 Roy Roith, labor
19 1365 Lewis W. Burpee, labor
19 1366 Joseph Charland, labor
19 1367 Clarence Babneau, labor
19 1368 Herbert Holmes, labor
19 1369 Leo Charland, labor
19 1370 Arthur Leclair, labor
19 1371 Richard Niemela, labor
19 1372 Clarence Harrington, labor
19 1373 Ernest Knight, labor
19 1374 Arvo Korpi, labor
19 1375 Rueben Korpi, labor
19 1376 Victor Niemi, labor
19 1377 David Kuja, labor
19 1378 Arthur Koskela, labor
19 1379 Arthur Babneau, labor
19 1380 Ralph Worcester, labor
19 1381 Charles R. Thomas, labor, car 27 75
19 1382 Charles Beauregard, plank 8 00
24 1385 Charles R. Thomas, labor, car 27 75
24 1386 W. H. Plimpton, car, labor,
truck 113 50
24 1387 Alfred Pellerin, truck 72 75
24 1388 J. A. Grau, truck 72 00
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24 1389 Melvin Walker, truck
24 1390 Ned M. Pierce, truck
24 1391 Charles Pickford, labor
24 1392 James Gallagher, labor
24 1393 Silas Rose, labor
24 1394 Lewis W. Burpee, labor
24 1395 William Doyle, labor
24 1396 Richard Niemela, labor
24 1397 Roy Roith, labor
24 1398 Anthony Babneau, labor
24 1399 William Sherwin, labor
24 1400 Ed Foiz, labor
24 1401 Thomas Babneau, labor
24 1402 Stephen Putnam, labor
24 1403 Harry Babneau, labor
24 1404 Herbert Holmes, labor
24 1405 Philip Dupree, labor
24 1406 Arthur Koskela, labor
24 1407 Francis Naylor, labor
24 1408 Paul Hannaford, labor
24 1409 Arthur Leclair, labor
24 1410 Joseph Charland, labor
24 1411 Leo Charland, labor
24 1412 Clarence Babneau, labor
24 1413 Rueben Korpi, labor
24 1414 Victor Niemi, labor
24 1415 Clarence Harrington, labor
24 1416 Arvo Korpi, labor
24 1417 Ralph Worcester, labor
24 1418 David Kuja, labor
24 1419 William Aiken, labor
24 1420 John Matson, labor
Jan. 2 1422 James L. Brockway, library
repairs 34 86
2 1426 Perkins Machine Co., labor,
material 3 88
2 1427 W. H. Plimpton, labor,
truck, car
2 1428 Alfred Pellerin, truck
2 1429 J. A. Grau, truck
2 1430 Melvin Walker, truck
2 1431 Ned M. Pierce, truck
2 1432 Aimie Metivier, truck
2 1433 James Gallagher, labor
2 1434 Roy Roith, labor
2 1435 Joseph Charland, labor
2 1436 Leo Charland, labor
2 1437 Arthur Leclair, labor
2 1438 Herbert Holmes, labor
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2 1439 William Doyle, labor 14 60
2 1440 Silas Rose, labor 14 60
2 1441 William Aiken, labor 12 80
2 1442 Jerry Oilman, labor 9 60
2 1443 Lewis W. Bm-pee, labor 9 60
2 1444 Anthony Babneau, labor 3 20
2 1445 Stephen Putnam, labor 3 20
2 1446 Lawrence Oilman, labor 12 80
2 1447 Arvo Korpi, labor 9 60
2 1448 Rueben Korpi, labor 12 80
2 1449 Victor Niemie, labor 9 60
2 1450 Philip Dupree, labor 12 80
2 1451 Francis Naylor, labor 9 60
2 1452 William Sherwin, labor 12 80
2 1453 Thomas Babneau, labor 12 80
2 1454 Frederick Grasmauch, labor 12 80
2 1455 Harry Babneau, labor 9 60
2 1456 Clarence Babneau, labor 4 20
2 1457 Henry Oilman, labor 9 60
2 1458 Paul Hannaford, labor 6 40
2 1459 Clarence Harrington, labor 6 40
2 1460 David Kuja, labor 9 60
2 1461 Ralph Worcester, labor 6 40
2 1463 The Oleason Store, labor 40 32
2 1464 Merrimack Farmers Exchange
labor 47 85
2 1465 Charles R. Thomas, labor, car 25 50
9 1470 Monadnock's Lumber Co.,
lumber 43 45
9 1471 Worcester's Oarage, supplies 25
9 1472 Clyde A. Coombs, supplies 52 65
9 1473 Clukay's Oarage, labor 18 40
9 1474 Hume Pipe Co. of N. E.,
culverts 441 00
9 1475 W. H. Phmpton, truck,
labor, car 122 36
9 1476 Alfred Pellerin, truck, labor 49 30
9 1477 J. A. Orau, truck 80 50
9 1478 Ned M. Pierce, truck 28 50
9 1479 Arvo Korpi, labor 12 80
9 1480 Rueben Korpi, labor 12 80
9 1481 Victor Niemi, labor 12 80
9 1482 Arthur Leclair, labor 12 80
9 1483 Joseph Charland, labor 9 60
9 1484 Leo Charland, labor 12 80
9 1485 Lawrence Oilman, labor 12 80
9 1486 Clarence Babneau, labor 9 60
9 1487 David Kuja, labor 12 80
9 1488 Harry Babneau, labor 9 60
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9 1489 Ed Foiz, labor
9 1490 Paul Hannaford, labor
9 1491 Henry Gilman, labor
9 1492 Philip Dupree, labor
9 1493 Francis Naylor, labor
9 1494 Frederick Grasmauck, labor
9 1495 Robert Worcester, labor
9 1496 William Sherwin, labor
9 1497 William Aiken, labor
9 1498 William Doyle, labor
9 1499 Lewis W. Burpee, labor
9 1500 James Gallagher, labor
9 1501 Roy Roith, labor
9 1502 Stephen Putnam, labor
9 1503 Herbert Holmes, labor
9 1504 Arthur Koskela, labor
9 1505 Anthony Babneau, labor
9 1506 Robert Doyle, labor
9 1507 Thomas Babneau, labor
9 1508 Silas Rose, labor
9 1509 Aimie Metivier, labor
9 1510 Arthur Metivier, labor
9 1511 American Cyanamid Co.,
dynamite
9 1512 Spencer Hardware Co., scoop
9 1513 Knowlton & Stone Co.,
cement, supplies
9 1517 Merrimack Farmers Exch.
coal
9 1518 Charles R. Thomas, labor, car
16 1526 W. H. Plimpton, labor,
truck, car
16 1527 Alfred Pellerin, truck
16 1528 J. A. Grau, truck
16 1529 Ned M. Pierce, truck
16 1530 Melvin Walker, truck
16 1531 James Gallagher, labor
16 1532 William Aiken, labor
16 1533 Silas Rose, labor
16 1534 Lewis W. Burpee, labor
16 1535 William Doyle, labor
16 1536 Paul Hannaford, labor
16 1537 Ralph Worcester, labor
16 1538 Arthur Koskela, labor
16 1539 C. H. Kingsman Est., drills
16 1540 Harry Babneau, labor
16 1541 Ed Foiz, labor
16 1542 Philip Dupree, labor
16 1543 Francis Naylor, labor
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16 1544 William Sherwin, labor 19
16 1545 Joseph Charland, labor 17
16 1546 Leo Charland, labor 17
16 1547 Arthur Leelair, labor 17
16 1548 Arvo Korpi, labor 16
16 1549 Rueben Korpi, labor 16
16 1550 Victor Niemie, labor 16
16 1551 David Kuja, labor 3
16 1552 Clarence Babneau, labor 16
16 1553 Lawrence Oilman, labor 16
16 1554 Roy Roith, labor 15
16 1555 Matti Tielenen, labor 6
16 1556 Arthm- Whitcomb, stone 28
16 1566 Charles R. Thomas, labor, car 8
23 1568 Peterborough Hospital, care 5
23 1569 Peterboro Lumber Co., sup. 3
23 1577 Melvin Walker, plank 125
30 1610 Dr. Donald M. Clark, services 7
30 1611 W. H. Plimpton, labor,
truck, hose
30 1612 Aimie Metivier, truck
30 1613 J. A. Grau, truck
30 1614 Luke H. Richardson, labor
30 1615 Leo Charland, labor
30 1616 Alfred Pellerin, labor
30 1617 Wilham Aiken, labor
30 1618 Arvo Korpi, labor
30 1619 Rueben Korpi, labor
30 1620 Paul Hannaford, labor
30 1621 Worcester's Garage, labor,
supplies
31 1627 Public Service Co., lights
31 1630 Perkins Machine Co.,
welding
31 1635 W. H. Plimpton, labor, truck
31 1636 Aimie Metivier, truck
31 1637 J. A. Grau, truck
31 1638 Luke H. Richardson, labor
31 1639 James Gallagher, labor
31 1640 Alfred Pellerin, labor
31 1641 William Aiken, labor
31 1642 Roy Roith, labor



































































Feb. 7 862 Mrs. Rufus Fenerty, board
and care $36 00
7 863 The Derby Stores, shoes
and blankets
7 864 Konstu Korpi, milk
7 865 County of Cheshire,
board and care
14 887 The Gleason Store, groceries
21 904 J. A. Grau, hay and wood
21 905 The Gleason Store, groceries
28 926 Glen H. Scribner, groceries
28 927 The Gleason Store, groceries
Mar. 7 923 Mrs. Rufus Fenerty, board
and care
7 933 County of Cheshire, board
and care
7 957 Glen H. Scribner, groceries
15 959 Konstu Korpi, milk and wood 13
21 14 Charles R. Thomas, labor, car
21 16 J. A. Grau, labor, car
Apr. 4 108 Mrs. Rufus Fenerty, board
and care
4 109 Glen H. Scribner, groceries
4 119 Charles R. Thomas, labor
4 121 Dr. Donald M. Clark, services
4 122 The Gleason Store, groceries
11 129 County of Cheshire, board
and care
11 130 Robert E. Walbridge, shoes
11 131 Konstu Korpi, milk
25 221 J. A. Grau, labor, car
25 225 Dr. F. T. Cournoyer, services
25 227 Charles R. Thomas, labor
May 2 275 Mrs. Rufus Fenerty, board
and care
2 278 Glen H. Scribner, groceries
9 306 County of Cheshire, board
and care
16 373 The Derby Stores, clothing
16 376 Charles R. Thomas, overseer
16 377 John R. Gleason, use of car
16 378 Henry D. Allison, sexton
16 379 Konstu Korpi, milk
23 397 J. A. Grau, labor, car




Detail 17 County Poor
Paid: No.
May 31 461 Glen H. Scribner, groceries $7 87
July 11 634 Glen H. Scribner, groceries 5 71
11 635 Konstu Korpi, milk 4 50
11 640 Mrs. Rufus Fenerty, board
and care 36 00
Aug. 8 710 Glen H. Scribner, groceries 6 54
22 749 Konstu Korpi, milk 5 10
Sept. 13 800 Konstu Korpi, milk 4 70
Dec. 12 1305 Frank B. Farley, wood 6 50
Jan. 9 1520 The Gleason Store, groceries 9 03
23 1568 Peterborough Hospital,
board and care 20 50
30 1590 The Gleason Store, groceries 17 84
$124 29
Detail 18 Old Age Assistai
70
Detail 20 Memorial Day
71







May 11 332 David Kuja, labor
16 341 Walter Oya, labor
21 380 Theodore LaPlante,
painting flag-pole
23 381 David Kuja, labor
30 423 David Kuja, labor
30 424 Charles R. Thomas, labor
31 433 W. H. Plimpton, truck
31 446 Thomas Naylor, labor
31 447 Louis Oilman, labor
31 448 Roy Roith, labor
31 451 Clovis Fournier, labor
June 6 492 Alfred Pellerin, truck
6 493 Leo Charland, labor
6 494 Ed Foiz, labor
6 495 Ernest Naylor, labor
6 496 Francis Naylor, labor
6 497 Thomas Babneau, labor
6 498 Philip Dupree, labor
6 501 Morris Edmundson, labor
13 549 Joseph Charland, labor
20 561 David Kuja, labor
July 4 603 Charles R. Thomas, labor
5 615 Harry Babneau, labor
11 628 Charles R. Thomas, labor
18 651 Leo Charland, labor
18 657 C. E. Cowing, labor
Aug. 1 685 Leo Charland, labor
1 686 Otto Parhiala, labor
1 687 Charles R. Thomas, labor
1 691 Theodore LaPlante,
caulking the flag pole
1 692 Morris Edmundson, labor
8 715 David Kuja, labor
8 716 Walter Oya, labor
8 717 Ernest Naylor, labor
8 718 Thomas Naylor, labor
8 719 Louis Oilman, labor
8 720 Leo Charland, labor
8 721 Otto Parhiala, labor
8 722 Joseph Beaulieu, labor
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8 723 W. H. Plimpton, truck 9 00
8 724 Silas Rose, labor 3 20
8 725 Natt Simonds, labor 3 20
8 726 Charles Pickford, labor 40
8 727 Charles R. Thomas, labor 3 50
15 736 Theodore LaPlante, painting 5 00
22 757 Leo Charland, labor 16 40
22 758 Charles R. Thomas, labor 1 00
29 783 Leo Charland, labor 4 80
Sept. 19 823 Community Band, 4
concerts 100 00




















574 Henry D. Allison, labor
597 Henry D. Allison, labor
612 Henry D. Allison, labor
627 Merrimack Farmer's Exchg.,
cement
631 Henry D. Allison, labor
641 Henry D. Allison, labor
666 Henry D. Allison, labor
683 Henry D. Allison, labor
763 Henry D. Allison, labor
782 Henry D. Allison, labor
785 Henry D. Allison, labor
824 Henry D. Allison, labor
923 Henry D. Allison, labor




Detail 29 Interest On Temporary Loans
Appropriation
Paid: No.
Mar. 15 983 First National Bank,
Peterboro $307 29







Detail 30 Temporary Loans
Mar. 16 Received from First National
Bank, Peterboro
Paid: No.




Detail 31 Interest on Long Term Notes
Appropriation $350 00
Paid: No.
Apr. 18 183 Peterborough Savings Bank $135 00
Oct. 31 1052 Peterborough Savings Bank 135 00
Total — $270 00
Balance $80 00
Detail 32 Long Term Notes
Appropriation
Paid: No.






Feb. 28 909 Ralph C. Wood, labor $29 00
Apr. 4 105 Ralph C. Wood, labor 29 00
May 2 272 Ralph C. Wood, labor 29 00
$350 00
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30 422 Ralph C. Wood, labor
July 4 600 Ralph C. Wood, labor
Aug. 1 684 Ralph C. Wood, labor
Sept. 6 799 Ralph C. Wood, labor
Oct. 4 910 Ralph C. Wood, labor
31 1051 Ralph C. Wood, labor
Nov. 28 1228 Ralph C. Wood, labor
Jan. 6 1468 Robert Howison, labor




Detail 37 Street Lighting
Appropriation $1,700 00
Paid: No.
Feb. 7 842 Public Service Co. of N. H. $138 00
Mar. 17 986 Public Service Co. of N. H. 138 00
Apr. 11 127 Public Service Co. of N. H. 138 00
May 9 302 Public Service Co. of N. H. 138 00
June 6 491 Public Service Co. of N. H. 138 00
July 11 632 Public Service Co. of N. H. 138 00
Aug. 8 709 Public Service Co. of N. H. 138 00
Sept. 6 791 Public Service Co. of N. H. 138 00
Oct. 10 952 Public Service Co. of N. H. 138 00
Nov. 7 1093 Public Service Co. of N. H. 73 60
Dec. 12 1304 Public Service Co. of N. H. 106 89
Jan. 9 1469 Public Service Co. of N. H. 129 65
31 1627 Public Service Co. of N. H. 138 00
Total $1,690 14
Balance $9 86
Detail 38 Public Library
Appropriation $650 00
Paid: No.
Mar. 15 957 Dorothy Worcester, salary $13 50
Apr. 4 110 Junior Literary Guild, books 74 00
4 111 Book of The Month Club,
books
4 112 Aubrey K. Adams, subscrip.
4 113 H. R. Huntting Co., books
4 114 Charles Scribner & Son, books
4 120 Dorothy Worcester, salary
May 2 276 Dorothy Worcester, salary
9 304 H. R. Huntting Co., books
9 305 Library Book House, books
16 370 Anna Charland, labor
16 371 Dorothy Worcester, labor
16 372 Glen H. Scribner, supplies
June 6 510 Dorothy Worcester, services
13 551 The Gleason Store, supplies
13 552 Goodman's Book Store, book
13 553 Wilson E. Anderson, book
13 554 J. S. Wisby & Sons, binders
13 555 H. R. Huntting Co., book
27 594 Transcript Printing Co.,
printing
27 595 Dura Binding Co., rebinding
July 5 614 Dorothy Worcester, salary 19 13
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Sept. 6 792 Dorothy Worcester, salary 37 58
Oct. 3 903 Dorothy Worcester, salary 18 00
3 904 N. E. News Co., books 65 48
3 905 H. R. Hiintting Co., books 2 25
24 1000 Hafeli Fuel & Ice Co., fuel
oil 150 00
Nov. 7 1094 Dorothy Worcester, salary 17 55
22 1181 Sentinel Ptg. Co., subscrip. 2 00
22 1182 Junior Literary Guild,
subscription 3 50
22 1183 Scribners, subscription 4 00 .
Jan. 9 1514 Dorothy Worcester, salary 41 63
16 1557 N. H. News Agency, subscrip. 2 70
16 1558 Thomas Nelson & Sons,
renewal pages 6 00
30 1622 N. E. News Co., books 46 05
Total $641 69
Balance $8 31
REPORT OF ROAD AGENT
All roads were scraped during the year, widening them from
one to six feet.
All roads were dragged several times with the exception of
Blackberry Lane, which is in a deplorable condition and should
have a special appropriation. All tar roads were oiled and all
ditches were cleaned.
The Tractor House was moved to the Tool House lot, and a
shed was built for storing our snow plows. We built a storage
vault for storing dynamite.
We resurfaced 1,000 feet of tar road on the upper Jaffrey road
starting at Parson's corner and continuing towards Jaffrey.
As to damage caused by flood and wind; we made such tem-
porary repairs on the most damaged roads, as time would permit.
I wish to express my appreciation for the cooperative assist-
ance, received during the year, from both Officials and Citizens.

























Agents, labor and car












Fuel and oil for tractors.
Labor and parts for tractors.
Cutting wood, burning brush, at gravel banks, moving Best
tractor to dump lot.
Stone boats, repairs on draggs and graders.
Credits
:
Chloride sold $433 00
164 bags chloride on hand 196 80
G. L. Foote, grading 12 00
Sale of steam roller 25 00
Sale of gravel 4 20
Sale of Cold Patch School 51 28






1 A. & W. Scarifier.
1 Superior sander.
1 cement mixer (needs repair).






1 land plow B. 76.
2 stone boats.








34 round point shovels.






















8 plug drills and hammer.
2 branding irons.
1 one man saw.




1 set socket wrenches.
2 blasting machines.
2-200 ft. blasting wire.
4 tractor chains.
1-5-16" X 15' chain.
5 gas cans.
6 pails.
1-10 X 3^ hyd. ram hose.
1 set tractor plow pins.
100 assorted bolts.




Odd lots of lumber.
1 new arch culvert.
5000' bridge plank.








2 pr. pulley blocks.
1 snatch block.





2-6 lb. striking hammers.
1-10 lb. striking hammer.
1-12 lb. stone hammer.
1 hoe.
3 grub hoes.
1 large pulley block.
1 broom.
2 square point shovels. '








From the 1938 town meeting appropriation of $250 provided
for removing trees, surveying and filling the west end, $168 has
been expended, principally for cutting and clearing out trees. In
the Frothingham Addition some shade trees have been left stand-
ing, several to be removed later on when that section is required
for use.
It would seem desirable to remove the stumps from the newly
cleared portion next spring, grade and grass as much of it as pos-
sible and stake ouc several lots, for which there is now a demand.
Another road should be planned also. The stone walls on two
sides of the Frothingham Addition, if taken down, could be used
for a new wall along the sides of the two highways, to which the
land extends.
Having cut out the trees and small growth, the greater part of
this cleared section appears dry and desirable, sloping attractively
toward the lake; sufficient space has thus been provided to last
the towm for many years.
A row of willow trees is suggested for the west end beside the
lake road, planted sufficiently far apart to afford a vista from the
highway. Old fashioned flowering shrubs for embellishment,
lilacs, meadow pinks and mountain laurel placed at intervals in
the lowland along the .roadside, would seem suitable for use and
conform to the general appearance of the cemetery.
Henry D. Allison.
REPORT OF TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS
Sprague Fund Including Ministerial Land Fund and
Sprague School Fund
Principal divided as follows
:
$5,000.00 for First Congregational Church of Dublin.
$763.20 Ministerial Land Fund divided between First Congre-
gational Church and Trinitarian Congregational Church
• of Dublin.
$10,074.31 used for support of Dubhn Public School.
List of Investments of above funds
:
Peterborough Savings Bank Book No.
10175 $4,183 67
Peterborough Savings Bank Book No.
8679 2,925 65
Cheshire County Savings Bank Book No.
1129 1,739 60 .
Cheshire County Savings Bank Book No.
10208 1,000 00





Cheshire County Savings Bank Book No.
8737 1,500 00
Monadnock Savings Bank Book No. 991 2,432 20
Walpole Savings Bank Book No. 4484 400 00
Note signed by Henry Trudelle 500 00
Mary M. Robbe, note and mortgage 150 00
Eleven shares Public Service Co. of N. H.
pi eferred stock 1,006 39
$15,837 51
Interest Received for Year Ending Jan. 31, 1939
Peterborough Savings Bank Book No.
10175 $116 36
Peterborough Savings Bank Book No.
8679 80 99
Cheshire County Savings Bank Book No.
1129 52 18
Cheshire County Savings Bank Book No.
10208 30 00
Cheshire County Savings Bank Book No.
8737 45 00
Monadnock Savings Bank Book No. 991 61 17
Walpole Savings Bank Book No. 4484 12 09
Note signed by Henry Trudelle 25 00
Mary M. Robbe note and mortgage 9 00
Eleven shares Public Service Co. of N. H.,
preferred stock 55 00
Interest rate .030736.
$486 79
Interest Paid Out for Year Ending Jan. 31, 1939
Wilfred M. Fiske, treasurer. First Con-
gregational Society $173 23
Merton Woodward, treasurer Trinitarian
Society 3 91
Wilfred M. Fiske, treasurer, Dublin
School District 309 65
$486 79
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Cemetery Lot Trust Funds Held in Trust bt Town of Dublin
Income to be used in Care of Respective Lots Listed Below
Surplus Interest Amount Balance of
Amount on Hand Received Expended Interest
Name of Fund Book of Feb. 1 During During Available
No. Principal 1938 Year Year Feb 1, 1939
Mary A. Wale?, 18290 $250 00
Horatio Greenwood, 9702 50 00
Charles H. Heald, 10975 150 00
Lydia A. Mason, 11181 200 00
Julia P. Derbv, 11710 100 00
Sarah A. Farnsworth, 11849 100 00
Charles K. Mason, 11856 250 00
Mortier L. Morrison. 13231 100 00
John A. Upton, 13283 100 00
George A. Gowing, 14092 100 00
Arabella S. Smith, 14807 50 00
Charles J. EUis, 14808 200 00
George A. Hamilton, 14863 100 00
Jesse & Jane Warren, 16263 100 00
Samuel Adams, 16720 50 00
Walter J. Greenwood, 16988 100 00
Martha Silsbee, 17116 200 00
Jonas B. and Fred S.
Piper, 17245 100 00
MUton D. Mason, 17957 100 00
Harriet P. Frost, 18550 100 00
Levi W. Leonard, 18577 100 00
William S. Leonard, 18578 100 00
Sarah F. Townsend, 19420 100 00
Joseph Eveleth, 8954 75 00
George Bond, 19746 50 00
J. L. & L. C. Laughlin, 19809 150 00
Frank C. ]Moore, 19765 50 00
Thaddeus Morse, 19692 200 00
Emma F. Eaves, 20063 100 00





































































$3,525 00 $939 52
*Monadnock Savings Bank, East Jaffrey, N. H.



































For the Benefit of such Poor People as the Selectmen of Dublin
Think Proper
Monadnock Savings Bank Book No. 713 $500 00
Peterborough Savings Bank Book No. 16785 200 00
18 shares Public Service Co. of N. H.
6% preferred stock 1,800 00
$2,500 00
Available Funds Year Ending Jan. 31, 1939
Accumulated surplus Jan. 31, 1938 $749 39
Monadnock Savings Bank Book No. 713 13 73
Peterborough Savings Bank Book No. 16785 6 03
Peterborough Savings Bank Book No.
14091 surplus account 19 99
Public Service Co. of N. H., 6% Preferred
Stock 108 00
$897 14
Balance of accumulated interest available
February 1, 1939 $897 14
Appleton Fund
For General Educational use by the School Board of Dublin
Savings Bank of Walpole, N. H., Book
No. 4483 $1,000 00
Peterborough Savings Bank Book No.
7060 surplus added to fund 1,000 00
$2,000 00
Savings Bank of Walpole, N. H., Book
No. 4483 $30 23
Peterborough Savings Bank Book No. 7060 27 50
$57 73




Trustees of Trust Funds.
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REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES OF THE DUBLIN PUBLIC





The report of the year ending January 1, 1939 is herewith
submitted.
In June 1938, the Library committee put into effect the follow-
ing rule.
1. Books and magazines are loaned, free of charge, to:
(a) Residents who vote in Dublin.
(b) Taxpayers in Dublin.
(c) Guests of either the above groups, (d) Servants of either
the above groups.
2. Books and magazines are loaned upon the deposit of two
dollars (one-half of which is returned at the end of a year) to
:
(a) Non-taxpaying, non-voting residents of Dublin. And/or
(b) Guests of the same. And/or
(c) Servants of the same.
This idea met with the approval of the public, and from this
scource fourteen dollars was received last year.
The Nation, Vogue, and the New Yorker have been added to
the magazine list.
The library added, by money appropriated by the town, the
Dublin Book Club, and other gifts, two hundred and twenty-five
worthwhile books during the fiscal year. Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
Brown gave the library twenty-two bound St. Nicholas. Mrs.
Robert Sterling recently presented the children with new books.
Do make use of your public library. It offers you many op-




Cash on hand January 31, 1938 $1 90
Amount received in fines 13 53
Amount on hand to replace destroyed book 2 00
Amount on hand received from charging




Box rent, .60 quarterly $2 40
Book of the Month Club Book 2 85
Subscription to H. W. Wilson Bulletin 1 00
Ink and points (Gleason Store) 17
Stamp pad, clips, thumb tacks (Woolworths) 30
Book Week Poster 25
Postage 52
Postage and insurance on borrowed
books 1 49
Cash on hand 22 45
$31 43
REPORT OF AUDITORS
Having examined the foregoing accounts of the Dublin Town






The State of New Hampshire
To the Inhabitants of the School District in the
Town of Dublin qualified to Vote in District Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said
District on Tuesday, the fourteenth of March, 1939, at two
o'clock in the afternoon, to act upon the following subjects:
1. To choose a Moderator for the ensuing year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose a Member of the School Board for the ensuing
three years.
4. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
5. To determine and appoint the salaries of the School Board
and Truant Officer, and fix the compensation of any other officers
chosen, and pass any vote relating thereto.
6. To hear the reports of Agents, Auditors and Committees
or Officers chosen, and pass any vote relating thereto.
7. To choose Agents, Auditors, and Committees in relation to
any subject embraced in this warrant.
8. To see if the District will vote to make any alteration in
the amount of money required to be assessed for the coming
year for the support of Public Schools and the payment of the
statutory obligations of the District, as determined by the




School Board of Dublin
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REPORT OF THE DUBLIN SCHOOL BOARD
To the Citizens of the DubUn School District:
We herewith submit the one hundred and seventeenth annual
report of our school.
The school year beginning in September 1938 was marked by
the addition of another full time teacher. For some time, as
each year saw a larger enrollment, it has been increasingly diffi-
cult for the teachers to handle three grades in one room, in addi-
tion to their management of special subjects. The enrollment of
this year (over 35% greater than in 1936) was so large that it
seemed necessary to engage another teacher, even though no pro-
vision had been made in the budget for this added expense. One
of the ways in which this was made possible was by reducing
the time of the music supervisor. This was regretted but seemed
unavoidable to meet the emergency.
Miss Grimes, who formerly taught part time only, now has
charge of the new room, teaching the third and fourth grades,
and continuing to manage the preparation and serving of hot
lunches.
Miss Worters teaches the fifth and sixth grades, supervises the
art and music practice in grades five through eight, and leads
the girls' 4-H work. She also manages the special work in scenery
design and painting.
Miss Gunn has the first and second grades, as well as the music
and gymnasium in grades one through four.
The increased efficiency of these arrangements makes it pos-
sible for Mr. Tobey, not only to carry along the routine studies
of the seventh and eighth grades, but to give time and thought to
many activities of great benefit to the school.
Among other things, he has been able to resume the special
nature program which will culminate in the Abbott H. Thayer
Bird Contest in the spring. Mrs. Sterling will present the award
formerly given by Mrs. Barney.
Mr. Tobey and the headmaster of the Peterborough High
School are in constant communication concerning the attendance
and scholarship of the Dublin children now in High School.
Follow ups of these conferences have shown definite results. We
are glad to note, also, that in spite of transportation difficulties,
our High School students have made definite showings in outside
activities such as basket ball, dramatics, and the Writers' Club.
The use of the gymnasium, stage, and dining rooms has
broadened the scope of school activities. It is hoped that it will
continue to prove more valuable each year, not only to the
school but to the community. In this connection, we would like
to report that a committee has been formed, consisting of the
School Board and two other members, to discuss the use of the
school building by townspeople. It is difficult to anticipate all
the problems which will arise in an untried project of this sort.
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and for this reason confusion has resulted. Now that the new-
addition has been in use long enough so that a committee will
have past experience to guide them, a simple set of rules, form-
ulated to guard the best interests of the community, will be to
everyone's advantage.
Mr. Clukay reports a noticeable saving in fuel since the roof of
the building was insulated. This saving will not appear on the
budget, however, as it is to be applied yearly on the purchase
price of the insulation, which the company is allowing us to pay
for in this way.
On referring to past reports, it is encouraging to find how many
of Mr. Tobey's expressed aims have since been realized. It is
equally encouraging to hear from him that he is still full of
enthusiasm for future accomplishments.
We feel sure that many others would like to join the School
Board in expressing appreciation to Mr. Tobey and to all those
who are helping him to make the school of increased value to the
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REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS TO
THE DUBLIN SCHOOL BOARD
I submit herewith my fifth annual report of the DubUn schools
together with the statistical table and summary, and the report
of Miss Margaret E. Harris, school nurse.
The increased enrollment last year and during the present
year made it necessary to secure a fourth full time teacher in
order to carry on the work to the best advantage.
This reorganization allowed us to place Mr. Tobey in charge of
grades seven and eight, instead of six, seven, and eight. Miss
Worters now has grades five and six instead of three, four and
five, and Miss Grimes, v^dio was part-time teacher doing remedial
work, was placed in charge of grades three and four; and Miss
Gunn continued her work in the primary grades one and two.
This new arrangement is working out very successfully, and
should be especially beneficial, as it allows more time for work
with individual pupils.
The extra expense of a fourth teacher, not having been pro-
vided for in the budget, necessitated a reduction in the time
allowed for a music supervisor. As a result Mrs. Whitcomb has
been coming only once in two weeks during the present year.
I suggest that arrangement be made for a visit from the music
supervisor every week during the next school year.
The organization and work of the Dublin Consolidated School,
under the leadership of Principal Alfred R. Tobey, is outstanding,
and I believe that parents recognize the benefits to be secured in
a school so organized and maintained.
The additions to and improvements made in the building dur-
ing the past year and a half have helped greatly in improving the
efficiency of the work.
Careful study is being given to reading in the primary grades
and we hope another year to secure additional equipment to help
in making this important work more effective.
Elementary education must emphasize happy, successful living
and the solving of real problems even when the child is within the
walls of a school building. Its curriculum should be as broad as
child life itself, and must be made up of real experiences appro-
priate to the level of maturity of the various groups of children.
I believe the teachers of the Dublin Consolidated School are de-
voted to their work with the children placed under their care, and
we should give them encouragement in carrying out the work
they have undertaken.
I sincerely appreciate the cordial support of the school board,
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Whole Number different schools maintained 3
Teaching positions 3
Changes in year
Different pupils registered 88
Previously registered elsewhere 3
Not previously registered 85
Number of boys 45
Number of girls 40
Half days in session 342
Aggregate attendance 25.484
Aggregate absence 1.866
Pupils between 5 and 8 years of age 26
Pupils between 8 and 14 years of age 53
Pupils between 14 and 16 years of age 6
Pupils between 16 and 21 years of age
Precent of attendance 93.20
Not absent nor tardy during the year 1
Cases of tardiness 43
Pupils transported 51
Pupils whose tuition is paid by district 14
School houses used 1
Average salary (men) 1,550
Average salary (women) 950
School board meetings 12
School visits by board members 21
School visits by superintendent 139
School visits by citizens 65
Part time teachers, Music 1
Part time teachers, Remedial 1
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REPORT OF SCHOOL NURSE
Dublin
To Mr. Lewis S. Record, Superintendent of Schools:





Fiscal Year July 1st, 1937 to July 1st,
Cash on hand July 1st, 1937
Received of :
July 29 Trustees of trust funds
29 Hafeli Fuel & Ice Co. for coal
Aug. 2 Town Treasurer, part appropriation
Sept. 1 Town Treasurer, part appropriation
13 Town Treasurer, part appropriation
29 Town Treasurer, part appropriation
Oct. 7 Town Treasurer, part appropriation
Nov. 16 Mrs. Anthony Annabell, tuition
20 Town Treasurer, part appropriation
Dec. 22 Town Treasurer, part appropriation
1938
Jan. 3 Trustees of Trust Funds, school fund
14 Rev. J. E. Vaccorest rent of school room
15 Town Treasurer, part appropriation
20 Trustees of Trust Funds, school fund
21 Mrs. Anthony Annabell, tuition 3^ year
31 Trustees of Trust Funds, school fund
Feb. 25 Town Treasurer, part appropriation
Mar. 9 Town Treasurer, part appropriation
17 Town Treasurer, balance of appropriation
1937-8
17 Town Treasurer, note
17 Town Treasurer, 1937 dog tax
June 30 Dublin School, Inc., rent of assembly room
30 Mrs. Margaret Beaulieu, rent of assembly room
30 Young Peoples Society, rent of assembly room
30 St. Dennis Church, rent of assembly room
30 Mrs. Anthony Annabell, tuition
Whole amount received
School Board orders





Details of Expenditures from the General Fund
Fiscal Year July 1, 1937 to June 30, 1938
1. Salaries of District Officers:
Benjamin F. Andrew, chairman $75 00
Dorothea Meryman 50 00
Anna E. Childs 50 00
J. A. Grau, auditor, 1 year 4 50
A. T. Appleton, auditor 2 years 9 00
$188 50
2. Superintendent's Excess Salary:
Donald K. McLeod, treasurer,
Supervisory Union $85 00
3. Truant Officer and School Census:
Herbert Holmes, census and
mileage $12 00
Charles R. Thomas, census
1936-37 8 00
$20 00
4. Expenses of Administration
:
New England Tel. & Tel. Co.,
toll charges $28 50
Edson C. Eastman Co., Inc.,
treasurer, cash book 5 15
Gleason & Son, treasurer's bond 25 00
Donald K. McLeod, treas.,
clerical exp. and office rent 42 95
A. J. Upton, express & delivery 4 56
W. G. Farr, tuning piano 3 50
Edson C. Eastman Co., Inc.,
general fund record book 8 11
5. Principal's and Teachers' Salaries:
Alfred R. Tobey, principal
Norma Worters, teacher
Rosamond Gunn, teacher
Mary N. Grimes, teacher
Mrs. Mildred Whitcomb, music
teacher
6. Text Books:
The MacMillan Co., text books $3 15
Charles Scribner Sons, text books 7 99
Charles E. Merrill Co., text books 2 44
Benjamin H. Sanborn Co.,
textbooks 7 52
Scott, Foresman & Co., text books 2 53
Row, Peterson & Co., text books 2 50
$1,550 00
100
D. C. Heath & Co., text books 8 37
The Circle Book Co., picture
scripts 3 75
O. H. Toothaker, books 5 16
Walter Baker Co., text books 3 00




S. E. Emery, ribbon and pins S2 00
Bertha C. Crankshaw, engraving
diplomas 1 00
The Derby Stores, supplies 14 50
Wolff, Fording & Co., cambric
and bunting 5 95
Steele's Bookstore, paper 1 35
The Papercrafters, materials 20 97
Philip H. James, 1 doz. scissors 2 01
J. H. Faught & Son, stencils 7 12
John S. Cheever Co., 6pkgs. paper 2 10
A. B. Dick Co., paper and ink 1 05
Charles W. Ames, lumber 20 80
The Gleason Store, supplies 2 22
Transcript Printing Co., programs 3 00
Peterborough Lumber Co.,
materials 22 00
Horace Partridge, supplies 32 97
9. Other Expenses of Instruction:
Herbert L. White, moving piano $10 00





Hafeli Fuel & Ice Co.
12. Water, Light & Janitor Supplies:
Public Service Co., of N. H.
lights





13. Minor Repairs & Expenses:
Spencer Hardware Co., varnish
and brush $9 64








Clifton P. Clukay, extra work
22 days, 5 hrs. 110 40
Keene Chimney Cleaning Co.,
cleaning furnace and chim. 10 00
Andrew J. Rajaniemi, paint,
shellac, and stain 5 30
The Gleason Store, nails,
brushes, glass, etc. 26 38
Orvel B. Peirce Co., hardware 2 39
Burton A. Willard, labor and
material 6 00
Glen H. Scribner, dry cell,
paint and wax 5 80
Clifton P. Clukay, extra work 56 60
Morris Edmunson, moving chairs 2 00
Ray Webster, repairs on
sewing machine 5 15
A. J. Upton, C.O.D. & Express 15 04
Morris Edmunson, moving chairs 2 00
Clukay's Garage, extra work 6 00
Manchester Supply Co.,
furnace equipment 37 06
Andrew J. Rajaniemi, paints 16 02
14. Medical Inspection:
Dr. Donald M. Clark, exam-
ining children $50 00
Margaret E. Harris, pro-
fessional serv. and supplies 189 01
15. Transportation of Pupils:
Clukay's Garage $2,200 00
Morris Edmunson, transporta-
tion of High School pupils 1,080 00
Fletcher Dole, transportation




16. High School and Academy Tuition:
School District of Marlboro,
N. H. $66 95
School District of Peterborough 596 51
Union School District of Keene 36 22
$699 67
18. Other Special Activities:
Melvin Walker, plowing gar-
den and fertilizer $5 00
Horace Partridge, basket ball,
volley ball, soft ball, bats 21 99
H. M. Sanders Co., paints 3 53
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Visual Education Service, films 7 25





21. Lands and New Buildings:
Charles Wigglesworth, labor
and supervision $717 84
Philip Charest, labor 309 80
William Pickford, labor 329 65
John Allen, labor 351 54
Otto Koskela, labor 32 00
Joe Charland, labor 258 50
Herbert Holmes, labor 212 50
Harry Beaulieu, labor 567 00
Charles Thomas, labor 209 65
Harry Cornell, labor 220 00
Silas Rose, labor on grounds
and building
Charles Pickford, labor on
grounds and building
Stephen Putnam, labor on
grounds
Donald Dupree, labor on grounds 18
Philip Dupree, labor on grounds 10
Henry Collins, labor on grounds
Alfred R. Tobey, supervision
on grounds
E. C. Driscoll, labor
D. D. Bean, lumber
Melvin Walker, truck
Arthur Whitcomb, stone, mixed
stone, etc. 115 05
Peterborough Lumber Co.,
building materials 722 18
Monadnock Lumber Co.,
building materials 1,020 17
Brown Fence & Wire Co.,
fencing 49 98
David Whiting & Sons, lime,
wall ties, bricks 317 78
Boston & Maine Railroad,
charges on oil tank 12 60
A. J. Upton, freight on fence 3 14
Harry Babneau, labor 119 53
Clifton Clukay, labor 9 50
Low Supply Co., materials 1,150 00

















B. A. Willard, plumbing ma-
terials and labor 272 99
J. A. Grau, gravel, sand, labor 147 88
Geddes Supply Co., plumbing
materials 6 18
M. S. Perkins, labor 24 44
The Draper-Maynard Co.,
fence posts 14 25
J. Lemire, drilling 49 00
Farm Service Stores, calcium
chloride 18 00
Merrimack Farmers' Exchange,
12 fence posts 5 50




School Board's Estimate for 1939-1940
School District of Dublin
Administration
:
1. Salaries of District Officers $210 00
2. Superintendent's Excess Salary 110 00
3. Truant Officer and School Census 25 00




5. Principal's and Teacher's Salaries $5,100 00
6. Text Books 200 00
7. Scholars' Supplies 200 00
8. Flags and Appurtenances 10 00
9. Other Expenses of Instruction 100 00
$5,610 00
Operation and Maintenance:
10. Janitor Service $1,100 00
11. Fuel 900 00
12. Water, Light, and Janitor's supplies 400 00
13. Minor Repairs and Expenses 450 00
$2,850 00
Auxiliary Agencies and Special Activities
:
14. Medical Inspection $ 250 00
15. Transportation of Elementary'pupils 2,400 00
17. Elementary School Tuition 100 00
18. Other Special Activities 150 00
$2,900 00
Fixed Charges:
19. Insurance $125 00
20. Per Capita Tax 200 00
$325 00
Construction and Equipment:
21. Lands and New Buildings $100 00
22. Alterations on Old Buildings 150 00




15. Transportation of High School
Pupils $1,100 00
16. High School Tuition 2,100 00
$3,200 00
106
Total amount required to meet
School Board's Budget $15,880 00
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